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ABSTRACT
Strategies and Methods of Reciprocal Teaching as Defined, Revised, and Implemented
by Individual Teachers Across the K- 12 Spectrum

Lindsay Peters
September 201 0

Leadership Application Project (EDC 585)

x

Action Research (EDC 587) Final Project

Reciprocal Teaching is an instructional activity that takes place between students and
teachers while reading segments of text. The dialogue is lead by the actions of predicting,
clarifying, questioning, and summarizing. The teachers trains the students in the four
actions, or strategies, and then gradually releases responsibility to the students according
to their maturity and readiness levels.
The purpose of this paper was to examine how three teachers from a school district in
Minnesota used the concept of Reciprocal Teaching in their classrooms. The first
objective was to discover how each teacher defined the concept. From there the
researched focused on what aspects of the strategy each teacher felt was most useful, how
they modified the concepts to fit their individual teaching styles, and what activities they
chose to use to integrate Reciprocal Teaching into their cumiculum.
The findings indicated that all three teachers defined the strategy in a similar wdy,
used similar strategies with their students, but differed in their modifications due to age
and maturity levels of their students. They all found that there were limitations to the
strategy, but agreed that they will continue using the concepts with their students and
would like to see others do so as well.
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Introduction

On the surface, it seems to make so much sense... If I truly want my students to
understand what they are reading,

I should

encourage them to approach the text from

multiple angles. I should provide ways for them to access their prior knowledge of the
subject and give them tools to organize their thoughts while encountering the material.

During their learning, I should help them answer their questions and

fill in the gaps in

their knowledge. In the end it makes sense to provide memorable ways of reviewing so
that they can form clear memories of their new experiences. The concept of Reciprocal
Teaching does just that. RT is an interactive strategy for students and teachers that brings
the act of reading to life by means of four, common sense activities: Predicting,

Clarifying, Questioning, and Summ arrzing. These activities are structured to engage
students in helpful conversations with one another and with their teacher.

The concepts of the four main activities that make up RT are not new. In fact,
before I had spent amoment of teacher training in college, I sat on the floor with my son
and read books to him. Before we began, I would point to the pictures on the cover and
ask him what he saw. As we read, I would pause before turning the page and ask him

what he thought would happen next. I'm sure mothers and fathers all over the world do

this same sort of thing with their children

-

it just seems natural. More recently, however,

researchers Annemarie Sullivan Palincsar and

A. L. Brown (1982) have pulled these

concepts together into what they termed, Reciprocal Teaching. Since their

initial studies,
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multiple researchers have taken up the idea, writing many articles, and putting together
teacher training tools, manuals and manipulatives to make incorporating RT into the

classroom easier for teachers who are interested in increasing their students'
comprehension skills.

A classroom where Reciprocal Teaching is in action

can he a very energetic place.

The nature of the four activities involved in the practice embrases conversation,
movement and reading aloud. To introduce the concept, the teacher leads her students
through the four activities, one at a time, by modeling the behavior. Depending on the age
and maturity of the students, this process can take anywhere from a few hours to a matter

of weeks. During the modeling period, students generally remain in a whole group
situation while they practice the modeled behavior. Once the teacher is convinced that the
students understand what is expected of them, the gradual release of responsibility

begins. This can be done in any number of ways. Typically, students
selected piece of reading material, one that the teacher knows

will

Split into groups, or literature circles, students practice the acts

will

be given a

cater to the act of RT.

of Predicting, Clarifying,

Questioning, and Summarizing while the teacher monitors their conversations, answers
any questions, and provides redirection where needed. Once the students have shown

their understanding of the process, the teacher may choose to move on to a more
challenging piece of reading material.
Because RT is such a flexible concept,

it

can be modified to

fit a variety of

teaching methodologies. One teacher may choose to have her students simply carry on a
conversation using the strategies, while another may choose to have her students produce

written documentation, or reading journals, that detail their group's conversation about

2

and analysis of the text. This written work may be used to assess students'understanding

of the concept of RT as well as their comprehension of the text.

A classroom where

students use RT

will generally spend more time on a

particular unit than a classroom where students simply read a book because the process
requires students to pause for thought and reflection. This can be a point of contention
among teachers and administrators who are in conflict over whether it is better to cover a

vast array of material at a shallow level or to cover less material at a deeper level.

Purpose Statement
The purpose of this paper was to examine howthree teachers from Field View

Area Schools in Field View, Minnesota use the concept of RT in their classrooms. My

first objective was to discover how each teacher defined the concept. Understanding that
they all came from different educational backgrounds and that they had each taught for
different length of times, I had a spectrum of questions for my participants. The specific
research questions are:
I

.

2.

How does each of the teachers in my study define RT theory in their own words?
What aspects of RT do they find most useful?

3. How does each of the teachers in my study modify the concepts of RT to fit their
individual teaching styles and the needs of their classrooms?

4.

How do they implement what they know about RT into lesson plans in their
classrooms? What is it, exactly, that they do with their students?

n

J

Importance of the Study
This study is important because it will provide details of how successful teachers
in the Field View Area School District are using RT strategies in their classrooms. The
study

will inform interested parties

as

to what struggles and successes these teachers have

had as they have implemented RT strategies into their current curriculum. For teachers

who would like to begin using RT in their classrooms, this study will provide insight into
the tools and language other teachers have used with their students and perhaps provide
ideas as to how they too can use RT in their own classrooms. This information

will

provide other teachers with insight into the struggles that the participants of this study
encountered as they began to introduce RT to their colleagues and students. The results of

this study will be offered to the Field View Area School District and may inform them as
to the importance of continued RT training for their staff.

Delinition of Terms
Reciprocal Teaching (RT): An instructional activity that takes place between students
and teachers while reading segments of text. The dialogue is lead by the actions

of

predicting, clari fying, que stioning, and summar izing.

Predicting: Using their own background knowledge, students make
the author

will

guesses as to what

say next in the reading. On a higher level, students infer the author's

purpose. On a technical level, this activity teaches students to use titles, headings and
subheadings.

4

Clarifying: Identifying and uncovering the meaning of new vocabulary words, unclear
reference words, and unfamiliar concepts.

Questioning: Using significant information from the text, students form questions that
are pertinent to the comprehension of the reading material. On a higher 1eve1, these

questions may extend thinking to connect to other areas of students' lives.

Summarizing: Identifying and integrating important concepts and information from the
text. This can be done sentence by sentence, or after the entire reading is completed.

Inferring: Operating

at a higher level, students assume meaning by connecting the text to

their prior knowledge.

Literature Circles: Groups of students, usually three to five

at a time, reading the same

text for a defined, educational purpose. In this study, students assume the roles of RT in
their groups.

5

Chapter

II

Review of the Literature
My review of the literature concerning Reciprocal Teaching (RT) has turned up a
variety of recurring themes. Most of the researchers I encountered were rooted in
Vygotsky's theory of the development of higher psychological processes and his research
on the importance of connecting prior learning to future learning. The bulk of my review

of the literature indicated RT meets students' needs within the "base" classroom where
the initial skills are taught. There is also research that indicates that RT skills are useful

for comprehending text in other classes. A few researchers identified that RT in literature
circles helped students understand and resolve personal issues. Also emerging from the

literature is a common understanding of the teachers' role in creating an environment of
choice for their students. Many researchers acknowledge the link between RT skills and
other practices similar in nature.

The Foundational Information Presented by L.S. Yygotsky
Reciprocal Teaching would not be what it is without the work of Lev
Semyonovich Vygotsky (1978)" Conducted inthe Soviet Union more than 50 years &Bo,
his research applies psychology to understand how people learn. This research helped
define how learning takes place in the growing mind. Vygotsky's work is widely cited.

His findings are taken as fact.
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Vygotsky noted that the mind is not a "complex network of general capabilities"
such as memory, judgment, observation, and attention (p.82). Instead, Vygotsky said that

the mind is "a set of specific capabilities, each of which is, to some extent, independent

of the others and is developed independently" (p.83). He further stated that habit governs
human behavior. He indicated that teaching a specific set of activities and practicing
those activities can improve the function of other activities that are similarly related.

In relation to RT, researcher L. Dixon-Krauss (1996) reports that Vygotsky's
findings support the use of the actions of predicting, clarifying, questioning, and

surlmarizing during and after the reading process because "cognitive development [is]
due to the individual's social interactions within the environment" (p. 9). Dixon-Krauss's
research suggests that using RT in the classroom would help students integrate prior

knowledge with new information while developing a habitual practice of reading with a
purpose rather than simply skimming and forgetting.

Reciprocal Teaching in the Base Classroom
Meeting Students' Needs Within the Base Classroom
The majority of the literature focuses on how RT can be used to meet the learning
needs of students through the use of literature circles. These needs were most generally
expressed as taking owrlership of their educations, becoming critical participants

of

literacy, developing a deeper understanding of working in a cofilmunity of learners, and
using their skills to better understand themselves as learners.

7

Taking Ownership of Their Own Educations
Peralta-Nash and Dutch (2000) state that students in their study who leam the
roles of RT and participated in RT based literature circles took on a deeper responsibility

for their learning. They note that students felt a sense of ownership to their literature
circle and held each other accountable for reading the selected material during
discussions. Further, instead of the teachers disciplining unprepared students, students
displayed positive peer pressure to have all materials prepared for class. During literature

circle time, students were reportedly on task. This was displayed as reading, writing, and
speaking at the appropriate times. Peralta-Nash and Dutch also reported that students
expressed feelings of greater responsibility and empoweffnent in their classrooms. The

students showed that as they became more familiar with the roles of RT in their literature
circles, they began choosing reading material based on interest versus what they
considered to be easy.
Smiles (2008) stated a similar finding in different words. While using the
techniques of RT, students were discovered "actively creatfing] meaning" during their
discussions. The researcher believed this engagement led to a deeper understanding of the

text. Students were also able to show that they could interpret the text in multiple ways.
Smiles extended this observation by noting that the outcomes of their conversations
showed they were thinking critically about the world around them.
Smiles continued to note that, over time, students showed better debate skills and
were more apt to explore their ideas more deeply in an effort to make their points heard.

After time, the researcher observed that students displayed more self-confidence

as

literary users.

I

Participating in Critical Literacy
To prepare students to participate in critical literacy, Wang (2006) stated that it is
important for students to acquire critical thinking skills as they continue their educations.
Wang's study found that the actions of Predicting, Clariffing, Questioning, and
Summarizing supported higher-level thinking. Wang acknowledged the fact that students
may use these skills in their higher educations. Most notably, Wang felt students
displayed critical thinking skills by acting as members of a learning community
evidenced by engaging in class activities, interacting with others, solving problems,

thinking and talking about their thinking and exploring problems or tasks.
Greenway (2001) conjectured that students with poor comprehension skills would
learn by participating in the same activities as students with good comprehension skills. It
was found that students who sufilmarized information into memorable chunks, as
prescribed by RT, were able to recall more information from the text than when they had
not participated in this comprehension strategy, thereby heightening their level of critical

literacy. Greenway felt that the use of RT in the classroom taught students to monitor
their own comprehension progress. This "meta-comprehension" proved to benefit
students at all reading levels.

Greenway's study suggested that students' comprehension abilities can be aided
by the use of RT. He felt that the strategies help students engage their existing knowledge
and have the potential to help them make inferences at the text, possibly inciting them to
create new knowledge.

It was suggested that RT strategies are also very beneficial for

inner city schools where there is a high level of English Language Learners since
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literature circles encourage students to speak in their newly accluired language,
simultaneously allowing them practice speaking and exposure to new words.

In this study, however, it was noted that students who were known to have poor
comprehension and decoding skills continued to struggle, showing no signs

of

improvement. Greenway felt that a student must have good decoding skills in order to
benefit from RT strategies.

Developing a Community of Learners
Another insight was offered by Alfassi (2004) who acknowledged the critical link
between struggling students and their more capable counterparts. She found that

providing students with the opportunity to read, question, and discuss as a group allowed
novice readers a change to learn form the contributions of their more capable peers.
Further, these discussions exposed all learners to alternate points of view

- an event that

also helped them to clarify their own thinking. Alfassi's viewpoint favored pairing
students with different learning levels as a means to effectively encourage this to happen.

It was her feeling that this allowed for the needs of all students to be met simultaneously.
The overall findings of Alfassi's study showed that students who were exposed to
a combination of reading strategies,

including RT, showed a greater improvement in

reading comprehension than those students who were only exposed to "literacy learning."

Literacy learning is defined as reading and writing about a text without the combination
of questioning, clarifying, summaizing, and discussing. It is important to note that

Alfassi recognized that RT was designed for application within small teacher-facilitated
groups.
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This tendency toward a community-centered learning greatly reflects the work of

Vygotsky (1978). Vygotsky coined the "proximal zone of development," a theory that
supports RT because it states that a child can learn higher-level skills by being led

through those skills by an adult or more capable peer. Vygotsky was also a proponent of
the idea that children learn through human interaction and that interaction most

cornmonly takes place in the form of conversations with others in a given society.

Vygotsky's idea of "internalization" holds that children will learn the norms and
skills of their culture by watching them in practice(p.96). The mastery of those norms and
skills happens when children practice what they have learned in their society. When
students participate in RT skills in their classrooms, they are practicing the acts

of

besoming educated, respectful, inquisitive members of their society.

Vygotsky also supported the idea that there is a connection between speech and
cognitive awareness (p.I32). This supports the RT model in that students are encouraged
to verbalize their ideas in the form of summaries, questions, and later discussions of their
selected readings.

Working Through Personal fssues
A further benefit noted by Short et al (1999) was the construction of a safe place,
an open forum, a conlmunity where students

felt comfortable sharing their personal

opinions and connections to the text. In their research, they found that students connected
to the text in ways that brought out personal issues. Students also discussed their values.
The researchers noted, "school doesn't often provide the space and invitation for this type

of discussion" (p.380). Most importantly, the researchers observed, the students gained

Augsburg Coilege Library
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an understanding that talking out a problem

with

a group of listening, non-threatening

peers, can help them understand themselves better.

Smiles (2008) continued this thought by noting that when students think critically
about literature and language, they use literacy in meaningful ways to learn about
themselves and the world around them.

The Teacher's Role in the Reciprocal Teaching Classroom
The primary tone emerging from the literature indicated that the teacher plays the

role as the mediator for the students. Peralta-Nash and Dutch (2000) placed a heavy
emphasis on modeling the appropriate behavior and role expectations for the students.

After students understand the basic concepts of what is expected of them, the teacher
takes gentle steps back, gradually releasing responsibility to the students.

Alfassi (2004) echoed this sentiment, saying that in order for the students to have
meaningful discussions and improve their comprehension of the text, the teacher must
make a clear example of what the roles of RT look like in action. The teacher, as
mediator, provides guidance and feedback to the students as they begin to take ownership

of the roles. As time goes by and students begin to show signs of proficiency, the teacher
continues to pull fuither away, allowing the students to have control of their own groups.

In addition to this, Alfassi indicated that it is the role of the teacher to demonstrate that
the use of RT strategies makes text more "useful, meaningful, and beneficial"(p. 3).
Smiles indicated a similar role for teachers. She noted that it is the teacher's role

to facilitate critical thinking about the literature by guiding students through deeper
thought

-

analyzing what the students think the text means by using their combined

t2

experience and knowledge of the world. Smiles felt that through this, students develop

"meta-cognitive awareness" of both language and literacy (p. 38).
"Setting the tone of the classroom" is how Short et al (1999) described the
teacher's role. They found that teachers encourage student interaction and monitor their
conversations. While modeling the roles, they found it useful for teachers to enter into
student groups and use personal anecdotes and connections to the text in order to push
student thinking deeper and further than the students may have otherwise reached on their

own. The researchers warned, though, that teachers need to be wary of taking over the
group, becoming too involved in the conversation and thereby supplanting the natural
conversations of the students.
Wang (2006) also defined the teacher as the mediator of the RT lead classroom.
The researcher noted that the teacher should encourage divergent answers, ones that
develop the students' critical thinking skills. Identifyirrg RT as a "socio-cultural learning

theoryi" Wang described that the role of this kind of strategy is to reduce the amount of
time teachers spend lecturing and increase the amount of time they interact with students

while those students are doing "learning tasks" in the classroom (p. I 52).It is believed
that through the use of collaborative activities and interactions, such as RT, teachers are

providing learners with effective assistance that enables them to perform at higher levels
than they would otherwise.
Further benefit for teachers is found in Greenway's (2001) study. It was learned
that the teacher could orally grade students by evaluating them in their groups, observing

their conversations instead of always taking written work for credit.

l3

Connections Between Reciprocal Teaching and Similar Strategies
Besides the benefit of informal assessment, Wang (2006) defined RT as a tool that
can be used by teachers to enhance teaching

- that it is not the only method.

In much of

the research I have read, other viable reading comprehension strategies have been
connected to RT.
Because of the common sense nature of the roles of RT, many other strategies

fold into RT theory. Fuchs (2000) notes that PALS

- Peer Assisted Learning Strategies -

involve students working together in teams to converse, give immediate feedback, and
comect their personal lives to the text. In a PALS classroom, students work together in a
tutor-tutee relationship. Fuchs stresses that their learning takes place in their
conversations, a fact that is most definitely tied to RT.

Similar in nature are the coaching and scaffolding strategies described by
O'Flahaven (1994). The teacher using a coaching strategy assumes the role of directing
student conversation in higher-level groups. These groups are monitored less because

they are more autonomous. Groups that require more attention from the teacher are given
scaffolding techniques. Here, the students are guided with more one on one modeling

of

the roles within their groups. This heightened attention gradually gives way to more of a
coaching strategy as students begin to understand their jobs within the group. Scaffolded

instruction helps students become more independent.
As a researcher, O'Flahaven notes that many teachers rely on group discussion as
a forum

for students' response to literafure. He observes, however, o'many teachers guide

or direct the discussion, resulting in exchanges that are highly centralized around the
teacher's participation" (p.35a). He offers scaffolding and coaching as a way to promote

14

student-lead discussions in the classroom. The discussions he imagines involve students

working together in groups around a centralized text, meeting as often as time permits.
Students prepare individual responses to the reading, not based on the prompt of a
teacher, the day before their discussion. Thirty-minute sessions are made up of opening,

discussion and debriefing phases. These strategies, like RT, are grounded in the belief

that students learn through a reflective, analytical conversation about their reading.
Wang's (2006) extensive look into socio-cultural learning theories places RT
alongside of the jigsaw model and collaborative peer groups. In fact, the jigsaw model
relies on students' capability to use the roles of RT in their conversations. With this
method, students are assigned part of a discussion topic to learn and then subsequently
teach that area to their peers using RT language.

Wang's description of the collaborative peer model involved groups of "equals
{

who learn in a group to share ideas and experiences and to assist one another in solving
problems" (p.155). Through their conversations, students share their views with one
another in an attempt to reach new ways of solving a given problem. They may also build
upon each other's ideas

- a sort of positive

groupthink exercise.

Although the study by Short et al (1999) did not link to a specific strategy in their
investigation of student and teacher behavior in Literature Circles, much of what they
observed links directly to RT. They noted many of the same teacher roles as other
researchers mentioned in this review. The teacher took on a role of mediator at the onset

of the lesson, and then moved to an "active listener" as the students became more selfsustained in their groups (p. 380). The researchers stated that

it was imperative to the

success of the literature circle that the teacher model what was to be expected of the

1s

students by performing a read-aloud and working through the example before the
students tried

it on their own. Later, they noted that if the teacher became too involved in

the discussion, the students focused more on the teacher's comments and supposed
expectations than their own thoughts and opinions.

Left to themselves, the students naturally exhibited the RT roles of clarifying,
questioning, and summarizing. The Short et al (1999) noticed students usingpersonal
experience to relate to and better understand the text. They were also observed hunting

for connections to the text. They accomplished this by making references to film, TV,
and other books they had read. They posed text-based questions during their discussions

that led the group into a deeper understanding. They evaluated meaning and constructed
questions that challenged each other to better state their individual opinions.

16

Chapter

III

Methodology
Participants
This study took place in a school approximately 3 5 miles away from St. Paul,
Miruresota. For the purpose of this study, the school

will

go by the pseudonym Field

View Area Schools. Pseudonyms will also be used for the participants.
The Field View Area Schools serve 3731 students from the town of Field View
and the surrounding areas. According to the Minnesota Department of Education, Field

View Area Schools serves 1% Limited English Proficient students and has a t}Yo
population of students in their Special Education Program . 25% of students are receiving
free/reduced price lunches, and 98% of students graduate.

Field View Area Schools boasts relatively high scores on their No Child Left
Behind Data Report:
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This study focused on three teachers from Field View Area Schools. In2007,
Field View Area Schools instituted a district wide literacy initiative. The teachers who
participated in this study volunteered to receive training in RT and implement it in their
classrooms. One of these teachers, Sandy Raymond, has joined together with another
teacher in the district to hold after-school informative sessions for other teachers who

would like more information about integrating RT practices in their classrooms.
Sandy Raymond

- Third Grade Teacher

Sandy Raymond is a 46 yearold woman who lives in Field View, Minnesota. She
teaches third grade at Sunrise River Elementary School, which serves 1083 students in
grades 2

-5. Sandy

has taught school

Waseca, Minnesota where she taught

for 26 years. She began her teaching career in

for

18 years before coming to Field View.

Sandy stands out in the sea of third-graders who

fiIl in around her every morning.

She is tall and quick and slim. Her bright smile takes over her face when she bends down

to speak eye to eye with her pint-sized pupils. They love her, and she knows each and
every one of their individual interests, quirks, and hobbies. Her classroom is a greenhouse
where each living thing is tended to everyduy, given a dose of what it needs most, and is
encouraged to reach and grow.

Bookshelves make up the majority of the walls and where there are not
bookshelves, there are crates of books. Sandy's personal library rivals that of the school.
She has stacks and stacks

for every occasion and holiday and they are not just for show.

Sandy has a special area of her classroom devoted to "read-alouds," a time when she

takes center stage, seated on a chair, where she reads out loud to her group of 22 students.
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Near this area, Sandy keeps a crate containing the props she uses when she
discusses RT with her students. Sandy is not afraid to bring theatrics to her teaching

strategies. She affects accents, dons costumes, and takes on new personalities to bring her
lessons to

life and make them something to remember.

Sandy's classroom is organized so that students face one another in three, long

rows of desks. There is space between each row where Sandy observes her students over
their shoulders. Sandy has the advantage of a portable overhead projector document
camera called a "doc cam." Images from the doc cam are displayed via aprojector so that

students can see a large, colored image of whatever Sandy places under the camera's lens.
She uses this device in her lessons so that students can be sure they are on the same page

of their text and to display proper techniques when writing.
Sandy also has the added benefits of an in-class computer for student use and a

big, bright window. She shares a common learning area called the FTLA just outside her
classroom where larger groups of students can gather for large-group instruction, fun

activities, and whole-group meetings. This area also features a bank of computers for
student use.

Diana Bellows

-

Sixth Grade Engtish

Diana Bellows greets each of her five, 6th gra,Ce classes with a ground-shaking

holler that deceives her size, "GOOD MORI{ING SIXTH GRADERS!" "GOOD
MORNING MRS. BELLOWS!" the class returns. There is a detailed Power Point slide
projected on her overhead screen. It gives direction to the students as to which

vocabulary words they will encounter in the text today, along with two discussion
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questions for them to answer in their oh-so-organized flip folders for the verbal
discussion later on. Like Sandy, Diana's room is packed floor to ceiling with well-worn
books for her students to use as they please. Diana has invested in class sets of many

popular titles, all at her own expense, and adds to her collection with each Scholastic
order and book fair that come along. The moveable dividing wall behind her neat desk is
wallpapered with colorful senior photos

-

students who have made the effort to keep

in

touch with one of the district's most popular teachers.
Diana has her tables organized in groups that seat up to six people to
accolrunodate her students during their literature circle meeting times. Each group is
spaced apart from the other to provide space for Diana to roam around the room, listening

to conversations and looking over the shoulders of her students.

Morgan Miller

- High School English Teacher

Morgan Miller is a 30 year-old-woman who lives in Forest Lake, Minnesota. She
teaches a variety of English classes at Field

View High School, which serves 1135

students. Morgan has been in Field View for all of her eight years of teaching.

If the walls of her classroom

are

amirror to her mind, one could say she has a

vibrant, kaleidoscopic, encyclopedia of a brain. It is difficult to tell what color the paint is
underneath the carefully placed, Velcro-adhered, meticulously laminated educational
displays, but one gets the feeling that a student could never fall asleep with so many
interesting things going on around him. Her white board is a similar affair. Each duy,

Morgan neatly writes and colorfully illustrates with bold Expo markers, trivia and wordof-the-day problems.
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In an effort to fit all the tables she needs to accommodate her larger classes,
Morgan has her room organized in long rows stretching across the width of her
classroom. Since the ninth grade class involved in this study is one of her smaller classes,

22 students, each of them has the luxury of his or her own table. When students move

into groups for discussions, they simply turn chairs to face each other across the tables.
Morgan uses her LCD projector to display Power Point presentations that give
definitions and directions concerning RT to her students. She also has the added benefit

of a small room adjacent to her classroom that has three round tables where students may
meet for Literature Circle discussions.

Data Collection Strategies
Three general methods of data gathering were used in this research. First, I
developed a set of questions to use during one on one interview (Appendix A). These
questions were used as a loose guide for our conversations as the information each

participant gave led us on multiple tangents. The questions delved into the participant's
knowledge, exposure and feelings about the subject. Each conversation was recorded

with

a tape recorder and transcribed.

The second method of data collection involved multiple visits to each participant's
classroom. Each visit lasted approximately one hour and was recorded with a tape
recorder. Field notes were transcribed from in-class observations and a review of the
recordings.

It was also necessary to contact the participants by phone, text and email to clarify
certain points of data.

')')
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Procedures
This study took place between July and November 2009. The data was collected
in three different ways. Before the school year began, I met with each participant

individually. During this meeting I set up a tape recorder to record our conversations

so

that I could transcribe them at a later date. The interviews lasted between 55 minutes and
90 minutes. I had prepared a list of questions that asked the participants about their
exposure to, knowledge of and past use of RT. The questions also asked about the

participants opinions pertaining the usefulness of RT, aspects they felt needed work, ffid
their students'responses to the concept.

After each interview, I played back the recording in order to transcribe the
conversation. These documents were used to synthesize participant information and to
more easily quote each participant in the chapter on findings. To synthesize the

information and look for themes, I created charts for each interview. Looking at these
charts I was able to cross reference each participant and identifu what the they had in
cofirmon and where their differences lay.
Once the school year began, I set appointments with each participant for three

classroom visits each. I arrived a few minutes early to set up my tape recorder in an
inconspicuous location and to find an out-of-the-way place to observe. As the class
progressed, I created an outline of the happenings so that I could later review the
recordings for quotes from the teacher and students and prepare detailed field notes. Each

visit lasted approximately one hour.
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The field notes from the study became the working part of my data. Through
numerous cross-comparisons, I was able to construct the findings and answer the
questions of my study.

Finally, each participant completed a survey of her current and future intended
uses of RT strategy in her lesson plans (Appendix B). This survey questioned their

intentions for increasing the prominence of Reciprocal Teaching in their classrooms. It
also asked questions related to their interest and intention for taking training classes that

will help further their own understanding of Reciprocal Teaching

and how to better use

it

in their classrooms. In addition, the survey included questions regarding ways in which
Reciprocal Teaching is not useful or ineffective to their teaching practices. The survey
also asked their interest in promoting Reciprocal Teaching to their colleagues.

Analysis
The three styles of data collection required three modes of organization. I began

by transcribing the participants comments and answers to my interview questions. This
was useful because it allowed me to analyze their answers to my questions and piece
together quotes that I could use in the chapter on findings. Further, I was able to see

similarities and differences that I hadn't noticed at first. Having a transcript of their
answers enabled me to look at the data in a tangible form rather than simply relying on

my memory.
The second style of data collection, classroom observation, required a substantial
amount of time to organize. In all, I had a little over nine hours of recordings full

of

interesting information. It was useful to have the outlines I had created in class. These
outlines documented key words to listen for on the tapes and supplied me with
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approximate times so I could more easily find the direct quotes I was looking for. This

information was used primarily as I reported the case study information in my findings.
Each visit gave new insights into the participants' use of RT. In order to create a

visual I chose to chart their uses of RT on large poster boards. These poster boards
allowed me to see the similarities and differences in the participants' uses of RT in a clear
way. It helped me to make connections between things they were doing the same while

highlighting the ways in which they had each modified RT to fit the needs of their
classrooms.

The third style of data collection was the most simple to analyze. Participants
answered a series of survey questions. Their answers were compiled and cross-referenced

for similarities and differences. This information was a useful addition to the other two
styles of data collection because it clarified and confirmed a lot of the data I already had.
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Chapter

IV

Findings
The purpose of this paper was to examine how three teachers from Field View

Area Schools in Field View, Minnesota use the concept of Reciprocal Teaching in their
classrooms. The purpose of this chapter will be to describe the findings of the data
collected during my research. Understanding that my participants came from different
educational backgrounds and that they had each taught for different length of times, I had
a spectrum of questions for my research. The specific research questions were:

l. How does each teacher in my study

define RT theory in her own words?

2. What aspects of RT does she find to be most useful?
3. How does each teacher in my study modifi, the concepts of RT to fit her individual
teaching style and the needs of her classroom?
4. How does each teacher implement what she knows about RT into lesson plans in her
classroom? What is it, exactly, that she does with her students?

As outlined in the Methodology, these findings are a culmination of data collected
through one-on-one interviews with the participants, multiple classroom observations,
and a brief survey of participants'opinions. To analyze my findingS,

I will describe the

findings of the data collected from each teacher and report a case study of how RT was
used in their classrooms, starting

with Sandy, then moving to Diana, ffid finally ending

with Morgan. Then I will discuss the following themes and patterns that emerged from
what I found:
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1. Participants' common uses of terminology and manipulatives.

2. Similarities in introducing the concepts of RT to students.
3. Common uses of classroom activities.
4. Frustrations with the concept of RT.

Sandy Raymond

- Third Grade Teacher

Sandy Raymond has been one of the key figures in bringing RT strategies to Field

View Schools.

She

first became interested in the strategies when she discovered them in

a

class through Educational Research and Development (ER&D), a nationwide program

funded by the National Education Association.

From there Sandy set out on her own RT research quest and discovered the works
of Lori Oczkus (2005), a teasher and author of many books and manuals that offer ideas
and strategies to help teachers integrate RT into their curricula. Sandy has emailed Ms.

Oczkus and would like to attend a seminar for funher training. Until then, she is content

to study Ms. oczkus' materials and use them in her classroom.

Sandy's Definition of RT and How She Feels

it

is Most Useful in Her Classroom

Based on the training she has received in ER&D and the reading she done, Sandy

defines RT as more than just a strategy.

"It is an understanding of how to read and the components that you

need to get

meaning from a text. With all those put together, understanding each component

individually, the goal is to comprehend."
Sandy viewed RT as a useful tool that can carry over into all subjects.
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As she became more comfortable with the terminology of RT, Sandy recognized that
using the strategies in her classroom made her teaching more relevant.

"It wasn't worksheets. It

was more discussion and really taking pieces and putting

them together and it was more holistic to me than... teach a skill, do a worksheet
and never come back to

it."

This made more sense to Sandy than the strong focus on automaticity and timed
tests at the elementary school level. Although she recognized that fluency is important,
she wanted her students to have the added benefit

of comprehending what they were

reading. After seeing how her students have responded to using RT strategies in her
classroom she has found that they are getting more out of their reading that strong test
scores

I think my kids comprehend better. I think they understand that reading isn't just
reading a bunch of words as quickly as you can... there is so much focus on that
timing that they are just trying to read as quickly as they can and they're reading
words and they're not comprehending.
In a time when the majority of educational settings focuses on the amount of
material covered, Sandy feels that taking time to train students to slow down and
understand their reading materials is a valuable use of time. "RT makes kids stop and

think. They

are not just reading a whole chapter, getting to the end and answering

questions. They're reading and they're stopping and they're thinking and they're
discussing, and then we're moving on."
Sandy sees the benefit of taking time to focus on comprehension. She views

conversation, as a way for students to work out their understanding of their reading
materials.
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I think a lot of times, people are asking kids to'read this,'and they might be
reading it, but they don't have the background knowledge that they need and they
don't really understand the words, so they may have read it, but they don't really
get it. Without a rich conversation and interesting debate, kids don't comprehend.
If we allow for that, then they get it.
Sandy sees many benefits of using RT in her classroom. She finds that RT lends

itself best to discussions among her students that lead them to deeper levels of
comprehension,

"I think RT is more guided... it lends itself to discussion... [the students]

always coming back to those principles that are going to help them comprehend."
She has found that RT has brought out the best

in her students, from the lower

level readers who became enamored with the theatrical flair that Sandy brings to her
teaching, to the higher level readers who occasionally engaged in explosive debates over
each others reasoning during discussions.
Sandy saw her higher level readers come alive during their discussions. She

attributed this to being allowed the time to discuss their thoughts. "For those top kids, it
created a spark in them. Before, someone would hand them a packet and say, 'here's your

packet, go read this book and we'll discuss this from time to time."' Now with RT
strategies in place, her students were engaging in interesting discussions that challenged

their thinking on a daily basis.

Sandy's Modification of RT and How She Used it in Her Classroom
Sandy's method of introducing her students to the strategies of RT involved

theatrical drama. Using methods employed by Lori Oczkus (DATE), Sandy adopted
characters, including colorful costumes, that represent the roles of Predicting, Clarifying,

Questioning, and Summarizing. Using these characters, Sandy introduced her students to
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the strategies one at a time. She sat in a chair at the front of her room with the students
seated on the floor around her. She chose a short text to model the role out loud for her
students.
Sandy's adaptations of Oczkus's characters involved using props and accents for
each role. The strategy of Predicting was brought to life by the character of Priscilla the

Predictor. When Sandy became Priscilla, she wrapped a bright pink feather boa around
her neck and held an imaginary crystal ball. Adopting what can only be described as a

"gypsy-esque" accent, she slowly waved her hand in a circular motion while looking into
her imaginary crystal ball for what she thought the title of the book revealed about the

topic, hints about what she might find in the rest of the text, and clues about what might
happen next before turning a page. During this time, her students sat transfixed by her

performance.
The role of Summarizer was brought to life by the character of a cowboy, Sammy

the Summartzer. Affecting a southern drawl, Sandy explained to her students how
Sammy twirls the lasso of his rope and uses it to take the whole story in. Then it is
Sammy's

job to pull the rope tightly until all the most important facts are gathered

together very tightly. The room became very active with the waving arrns of imaginary
lassos as Sandy encouraged her students to act out this metaphorical gathering

of

information.
The role of Questioner came alive as Sandy became Quincy the Questioner.

Quincy is an imaginary representation of a game show host. He wears a black fedorastyle hat that holds all the important questions that readers need to know about the who,
what, when, where, and what ifs of a text. When Sandy became this character, her voice
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took on the slick, glossy tone of a I 960s game show host and her ru[iut expresslons
showed debonair enthusiasm for her "contestants" answers.
The strategy of Clarification took the form of Clara the Clari]fi.r. This character
resembled a studious librarian who's cartoonishly huge, oversized, Eeen glasses stuck out
a few inches beyond each side of her face. When Clara asked a quesfiion

from her reading, she peeked over her glasses and looked down her

of clarification

se at the book.

Sandy adopted a high-pitched, exaggerated British accent when she spoke as this
character.

At different times, Sandy asked a student to come forward,
and model the role using a short text that she provided. When she

many students raised their hands. They giggled and snickered as a

on the costume,

for

a volunteer,

boy bravely

stood in front of them with Priscilla's pink boa around his neck.

After students had been introduced to the characters and

well aware

of

their

names, costumes, accents and roles, Sandy could stop her reading anf,, using the
character's specific voice, ask the students to share with a neighbo, u [r*diction, a

question, or a suilImary. During this time, the students attempted to mlmlc the accent
Sandy had used for the given character as they performed their role.

Sandy's Use of Tools and Manipulatives in the Classroom

Although Sandy sees the theatrical aspects of her integration

RT as the most

engaging tool for her students, she has other tools and manipulatives

she uses as

well. Sandy goes through a lot of post-it notes in her classroom. She

students a few

post-its at a time while they were reading and instructed them to write their predictions,
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mark words that needed clarification, and indicate places where good questions could be
asked.
Sandy also used "think-alouds" as a way to model the strategies of RT for her
students.

I think that when you use... think-alouds with RT it helps them to get an idea of
what to say and when to say it. With a picture book I'll stop and say "hmmm...
now thdt doesn't make a lot of sense to me. I wonder what the author means when
he is saying that" I think they need those things.
Another tool that Sandy used to help her students use and understand the
strategies was laminated cards. These cards named the roles of Predicting, Clarifuing,

Questioning, and Summarizing and gave brief directions for how to perform these roles

while reading. In the initial stages of teaching her students how to use the strategies of
RT, Sandy distributed the cards to the students as a whole group and, using the characters
of the four strategies, modeled when and how they should stop and use the techniques.
Later, after the students were more familiar with the concepts, Sandy broke them into
small groups where they could use the cards as they read a similar text together.
Sandy has also created a more simplified version of the cards in the shape

of

bookmarks (Appendix C). After students became familiar with the expectations of the
roles, they were able to use the bookmarks as a way of reminding themselves to perform
the four strategies while they were reading quietly on their own.

J/,

The Practical Use of RT in Sandy's Classroom

My visits to Sandy's classroom took place in October of 2009. Students had been
introduced to the four character that Sandy used to bring the strategies of RT to life, and
they were still in a stage of heavy modeling where Sandy stopped to spend a good
amount of time for students to review what they had learned about the roles. Their lesson

revolved around a non-fiction story about fire trucks and Sandy used the strategies of RT
to support the use of titles, headings, and captions.
Before they began reading, Sandy sat in a chair at the front of the room with her
students on the floor in front of her. Using the props and voices of the characters, she
asked students to tell her what the role of each character entailed. She began

with

Priscilla the Predictor. A few students raised their hands. "To think about what the story
would be about" and "to visualize," were among their responses.
When reviewing the role of Quincy the Questioner, Sandy led her students to

think of "I wonder..." statements. Again, students raised their hands and offered
suggestions for ideas and questions they wondered about based on the title and initial
pictures of the story.

As Sandy led them through a review of Clara the Clarifier, she put on her
enornous, green glasses. She directed them to "karate chop" unknown or difficult words

into syllables to sound them out. She encouraged them to look at pictures or other words
around the unknown word for clues, to read it over again, ask a neighbor, or simply skip

it and keep reading. Sandy also prompted her students to visualize and "create pictures in
your mind" as they read in order to better understand the text. "Good readers don't just

pick up a book and start reading." she told her class. Then she asked, "What do good
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readers do?"

A few students raised their hands. One replied, "You have to ask questions."

Another student said, "Good readers stop and they think about it and wonder."
Later in my observations, Sandy used the role of Sammy the Summarizer to have
students review what they had read from a previous day. She directed students to look

back at the pictures, title, and headings of the reading to refresh their memories of the

main ideas. Discussions took place among nearby students to summarize the prior
reading.
Students were directed back to their seats to open their own books to the assigned

reading. She had students take out a piece of paper to document ways in which this non-

fiction text looked different from a fiction picture book. As students did this, she called
on their prior knowledge to predict what this story would be about. She allowed time for
students to share their lists with one another to compare their observations.

Their next task was to draw a "KWL" chart. Under the "K" in the chart, students
wrote down a few things that they already knew about the subject. Under the

e(Wr"

chart, students wrote down a few things they wondered about the subj ect. The

in the

"L" of the

chart stood for "leamed." At the end of the lesson, students wrote down a few things they
learned from having read the text. At all three stages, students were encouraged to write

quietly for one minute then share with their neighbors for two minutes.
As the lesson progressed, Sandy used the headings of the text to have students
predict what that section would be about. One student commented that the heading "is
going to tell us about the story." Before reading the actual text, Sandy had the students
page through the story and read all of the headings. She then turned to her class and

stated'oI am going to see what kind of Predictors you are." She asked her students what
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kinds of predictions they could make based on the headings of the story. Students
elaborated on the headings and even used pictures to make guesses as to what the story

would be about. She praised her students after they shared their predictions by saying.
"'W'e didn't even read

it and we're making predictions!"

As she read out loud, Sandy directed them to raise their hands if they came across
a

word that they didn't know so they could clarify its meaning before moving on. One

student stopped at the word "geat." Sandy asked the class

if anyone could help clarify

the

meaning of this word. Another student responded, "Gear means the equipment they need

for their job." Sandy feigned ignorance, "You mean firemen don't go into a fire in their
regular clothes?" To which multiple students muffnured in the negative and shook their
heads, laughing at her pretend innocence.

On multiple occasions during my visits, I saw Sandy direct her students to the

word bank of vocabulary words to clarify their meaning. She also had students look back
at

prior pages to review what they had just read and often modeled good questions

as the

role of Questioner dictated. As students answered these questions, Sandy would as them
to go back in the text and use it as proof of their answers.
Sandy's use of RT strategies extended beyond her classroom's reading time.
Because she has the same students for multiple subjects, she incorporated the

terminology of the four roles into many of her lessons. Sandy believes that this crosscurriculum exposure will help cement the concepts into her students'thinking and
learning. During my visits, I saw Sandy use her characters of RT with fun, read aloud

picture books and a multitude of non-fiction informative texts with topics ranging from
social studies to science"
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Sandy stated that she didn't mind the fact that reviewing and modeling the
strategies took extra time in her day:

lThe students] love the discussion. They love to talk about their reading. They
love to talk about it with each other. I think we get so busy in the elementary
classroom we don't give them enough time to talk, and talking is such a great
tool to get them to comprehend, but we feel like we have to go on to the next
thing the schedule is so tight and there is so much to cover.
Sandy's Views on the Limitations and Her Intended Modifications of RT for Future
Classes

Although Sandy is a strong proponent of RT in the Field View School systems,
she does see that there are a few limitations to the strategy. She has experienced some

resistance from her peers who she feels, "resist change from a basic theory with a scope
and sequence and a

skill"

because that is how they were trained to teach

in college.

She has also received push back because she is not covering the amount

of

material that some of the other teachers are covering. Sandy explained that she is okay

with this fact because she feels

as though her students are better readers because

they are

taking it slower and leaming to comprehend and use reading strategies on a level that
they were not reaching before.

Kids were doing really well on [Accelerated Reader] AR tests. I saw growth and I
have data on that. I had parents who were saying, 'We are reading a book out loud
and my kid is asking me to predict or sufilmarize.'So [the students] were carrying
those traits over.
She has also had to make a few modifications to her manipulatives. Her

third

graders were pretty hard on the first set of cards that she had made for them, and she

found that they were a bit too advanced for their maturity levels.
"The first set of cards I stapled, and they pulled the staples apart. They were
[also]
a step above where my kids needed to

he... they needed to be simplified."
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The only frustrations that Sandy expressed that she didn't have a probable solution

for was her students' maturity levels. This affected her ability to prompt them to infer the
author's meaning and to work productively in literature circles. She found that when she
prompted them to infer the author's meaning, they were still at such a concrete level

of

thinking, they could not move beyond a literal interpretation of the author's intent. This
caused Sandy to have to point out and explain certain instances of foreshadowing. In the
case of using literature circles in her classroom, Sandy found that her students couldn't

quite handle the freedom and openness of such unstructured time. "Literature circles are

too wide, too open for my age group. I've seen them not do as well when they do a
literature circle as opposed to [modeled, whole group] RT. They need more of a
foundation."

Diana Bellows

- Sixth Grade English

In my interview with Diana Bellows, I discovered many things about her history

with RT. Diana first came in contact with the theory when she took a class through
Educational Research and Development (ER&D) through the Field View School's
reading initiative program. This class was taught by Sandy Raymond and another teacher

in the Field View School system. Diana teaches the beginning reading class for the

ER&D program, but from there, Sandy and the other teacher take over to teach what they
learned in a 40 hour course they had taken in Rhode Island in 2005. The reading class

that Sandy delivers for ER&D participants is three hours long. She and her colleague also
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offer after-school informative sessions from time to time where teachers who have taken
their class can come to refresh their ideas and gain new insights.

Diana's Definition of RT and How She Feels it is Most Useful in Her Classroom
After taking the ER&D course and using RT in her

6th grade classroom,

Diana

defined RT as "finding meaning behind the written words, digging deeper into the text
and trying to, instead

ofjust

seeing words on paper, figuring out what those words mean

to the reader."
She

felt there are many useful aspects about the theory that are worth using in her

classroom. When asked why she decided to begin implementing the theory into her

curriculum, Diana stated that of the many reading levels in her classroom, students who
"decode beautifully" but aren't able to tell her what they've just read are the most

difficult.

If I know that they can't decode, that's something I can help them fix, but when I
can't get inside their little heads to find out what they're missing in there...RT
forces them to stop and think and to talk out loud about what they're hearing when
they're reading the words.

This real-world application of the concept, according to Diana, "brings reading to

life." Instead of students simply reading words on paper, but not comprehending their
meaning, RT creates a "more private interaction between the written word and the
reader." Diana felt it allows students the time to reflect on what they had just read which,

in turn, allowed them to soak in the meaning of the text. In addition, Diana stated,

"I

think [using RT strategies] makes it more exciting forthe kids. It's more thanjust
reading. It's having discussions and drawing different meanings from the text."
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Diana admitted that RT is helpful for al1 students by giving them time to reflect
and comprehend, but she felt that RT was most beneficial for her struggling readers.

For the first time they are starting to understand that this is what reading is. They
are starting to take away information and talk about it and get it. It is empowering
to those kids. You are stepping back and letting them take charge of their
learning... just directing the path.
Whether students are simply at a lower reading level or learning English as a
second language, "lower readers benefit more ... because it pulls them in. Instead

ifjust

sitting in the back and letting everyone else do the talking, they are more engaged in their
learning; they have to be [because] they have their role [in their literature circles] they
have to do."

As RT pertains to ELL students, Diana felt that interacting in RT directed groups

with fluent English speaking students was helpful hecause the conversations helped fill in
the gaps in their background knowledge. She thought that talking about the text through

summarizing, clarifying, and questioning, helped ELL students make the connections
between their world and what they were reading.

Diana's Modification of RT and How She Used it in Her Classroom
Diana's method of introducing her students to RT was based on the principles

of

the gradual release of responsibility. At the beginning of the school year, Diana spent a

lot of her time modeling the roles of Predicting, Clarifying, Questioning, and
Summarrzing. She explained her approach by saying, "The first trimester of the year it is
more teacher driven in my classroom as I model what it looks like through my own
reading, stopping, and discussing."
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As the year moved forward, her style of teaching shifted and students began
taking on a more active role with the concept of RT. By third trimester, Diana said her
students "know what to do."

At this point, she divided them into groups by tables. Each student at the table
was responsible for one of the four specific roles: Predictor, Clarifier, Questioner, and
Summarizer. As they read, Diana took time to stop and have the students verbalize their
process to the rest of the class.

"I slowly hand it over to them, helping them with

the

questions. Then the whole class sees it being modeled and practiced over time."
Diana explained that this method of teaching the concepts of RT worked best for
the students in her classes who had never encountered such a specific, deliberate strategy

for reading. However, she has had the opportunity to teach students who have
encountered the strategies of RT in other classes.
We had a fifth grade teacher... who had used RT and I could tell instantly which
ones had used it. They were familiarwith it. They just dug right in. They were my
expefts that year. The frnny thing is that it was the lower kids who where so
excited to do it again.

After using RT in her classroom for a while, Diana researched the concept on the
internet to see if "she was doing it correctly." Further, she spoke with Sandy Raymond
again to get her opinion and advice. Diana also contacted the other participants of the

ER&D class to ask them what they were doing in their classrooms and how they were
integrating the concept into their curriculum. Diana would like to see other teachers in the

district adopt the strategy and use the same language across the board.
I think it would be really powerful if we could figure out a way they are [using
RT] in the younger grades so we could use the same terminology and strategies so
it would keep building on what they already know. How powerful would that be
when they hit the high school and start digging into some really tough stuff?
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Diana's use of rools and Manipulatives in the classroom
Aside from interesting reading materials, Diana used clear and simple tools to
help teach the strategies of RT to her students and keep them on task. At the beginning

of

the year, Diana introduced her students to RT using a Power Point presentation or

Microsoft Word documents projected on her overhead screen. These slides remained on
her overhead screen as she lectured and modeled the strategies to her students. As
students began to use the strategies and become more accountable for their work, Diana
used tangible manipulatives and worksheets to keep them on task.

Her main tools were laminated cards that describe the roles of Predicting,

Clarifying, Questioning, and Summarizing (Appendix D). These cards were passed out to
the groups at their tables and used as a reference to what students were supposed to do

while they read. Further, students were given worksheets to document their thinking in
accordance with their assigned strategy (Appendix E). Diana explained her rational for

this activity by saying, "In the beginning we have them write down what they discuss
and what they talk about and write down the answers to their questions."

Diana felt that writing down their thought process as they were learning and

practicing the strategies motivated students to engage in the practice. "If they know there
is some piece to hold them accountahle they are little more likely to do it."
Diana has found that, although it is helpful at the beginning, all of that writing can
become cumbersome to the students over time. "Its a distraction because they spend so
much time trying to write down what they're talking about."

As she looks forward to future lessons, she is planning another tactic for students

to show their work.
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Next year, after they have become more skilled with their roles, they will have
different colored post-it notes. They will each have different colors that mark
where they did each role so they don't have to stop and write about it. They will
still be accountable for showing us where they did each role, but it will move
along more quickly because they don't need to stop and write it down. Then we
can come back as a whole group and ask, 'Where were some spots where you
stopped to predict?' 'Where were some spots that you had to question and clarify?'
As a whole group we can come back for the discussion.

The Practical Use of RT in Diana's Classroom
I began my observations of Diana's classroom in late September 2009. At this
point, students had already been introduced to the strategies of RT, but Diana was still
modeling the strategies by stopping the process of reading to discuss how to perform the
actions of Predicting, Clarifying, Questioning, and Summarizing. The students were well

into their reading of Summer of the Monkeys by Wilson Rawls and had already formed
table groups.
Students sat four to a table. Each student was given a laminated card with a

description of one role. AII four roles were represented at each table without any repeats.
Diana had a slide displayed on her overhead projector. This slide was one in a series

of

slides that she has created specifically for this unit. The slides not only described the four
roles, but prompted students with vocabulary words from the novel, comprehension
check questions, and descriptions of the main characters'traits.

Before Diana began to read, she had students self-identiff which role they were
responsible for in their groups that day by raising their hands. "Where are my

predictors?" she cheerfully shouted across the class. A student from each table raised his
or her hand to indicate that he or she had been given that role on a laminated card.
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Once the Predictors were identified, she asked them to describe their role, "What
are you going to do as we read?" This information was also visible on the overhead
screen.

"You can look right up there," Diana instructed as she pointed to the screen.

She

called on a student whose hand was raised. "What you think is going to happen?" the
student tentatively said. "Yes, that's good." Diana affirmed. She then moved on to

Clarifiers. "Who has Clarify?" she asked of the class. Again, a student from each table
raised his or her hand. "Clarifiers look up here so you know what your role is for today.

Clarifying is important because if you don't understand what you're reading and you just
plow on, you're not going to know what you read." She continued to press the students by
saying, "So, Clarifiers, what are you going to be doing in your group today?" One
student, reading from the information on the overhead screen, raised her hand and said

"Stop and talk about words we don't know or ideas we don't understand."
Then Diana changed the slide on the overhead screen and asked the class where
the Questioners were and what their role would be during their reading. She smiled as she

told them that this is her favorite role to be because she gets to ask the who, what, when,
and why questions. Again, Diana scanned the room checking to see that a student at each

table had raised his or her hand to identify that he or she would be the Questioner that
day. Finally, Diana changed the overhead to display the Summarizer's role and asked for
students who had received the Summarizer card to raise their hands. Diana clarified that

the Summarizer is not responsible for going over every detail from the reading, 'Just the
most important parts."
They then returned to the lesson of the novel by defining the vocabulary word,

milling. This is part of the role of Clarifier because it helps students to understand the
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text. Diana discussed at least one vocabulary word a day before they began to read.
Students were responsible for writing the definition of the vocabulary word in their

worksheet packet.

In order to refresh students' memories of yesterday's reading, she used the role of
Summarizer to get the class to recall what had just happened in the story line.

"Summarize atyourtables what just happened in chapter three." In an effort to
contextualize what this would sound like for the students, she instructed them to imagine
watching a television program with someone who had to get up and leave the room for a
moment. When this imaginary person got back, they said, "H.y, I had to leave the room

for

a

minute. What happened in chapter three?" The students chattered quietly amongst

themselves as they surlmarized the previous chapter"

As they began chapter four, Diana addressed the Predictors, "Predictors, you are
going to lead this next discussion and I

will come around and help you. Ask your group

some good questions about what they think

will

happen next in the story." Diana moved

around the room and listened to what her students had to say. She entered into their
conversations and asked more questions that both modeled how she wanted her students

to converse, and expanded their thinking.
As she continued to describe the role, she explained to the students that the
prediction doesn't have to always be right, but that it should be plausible. She instructed
the students to make inferences based on where they think the author is going with the
story, and to be mindful of the use of foreshadowing.
Diana began the chapter by reading out loud with "all eyes following." Her
reading was expressive and dynamic. She gave voices to characters, raised her volume
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for dramatic effect, and paused to

see

that students were following along. She stopped at

the word, "coon" and instructed the Clarifiers to see

if they could define this word using

the context clues. Later in the reading she asked the Clarifiers to ask their group members

if

there were "any words that they didn't get or understand." After she had visited

each group, she spoke to the class as a whole,

with

"How many asked what anvil meant? That

was a common question." Diana went on to describe what an anvil is giving a description

of the Road Runner having an anvil dropped on him.
Toward the end of this class period, Diana instructed her Questioners to form
good questions to ask their group members. "Your job is to be the teacher. You don't
want to trick your students; that's not very nice. They should be able to find their answers
on the last two pages." Diana then modeled the Questioner's role. "So let me give you a

question and then we'lI see if you can come up with a question of your own." She
generated a question based on the recent text and then prompted the Questioners to do so
as

well with their groups.
Diana provided a packet for the students to go along with the unit. This packet

was a place where students documented their roles, answered comprehension check
questions, wrote details about each character, and defined daily vocabulary words. Diana
used this packet as a means for students to reflect on their thoughts from prior class

periods during their discussions with their groups. Students performing the role

of

Summarizer were able to refer back to their notes from the prior day to give the important
details before the Predictor made educated guesses as to what would happen next.
Each day in Diana's classroom, students followed a similar procedure. They met

in table groups with the same set of students, but alternated roles so that they were able to
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practice each one. Diana continued to have students self-identify which role they had
been given that day and describe the tasks associated with that role. She further modeled
each role as the class read the novel together.

Diana explained that this intensive modeling period would last the duration of the

trimester. She felt that "[students] need to be taught the roles. [It is important to] go

slowly and make sure that you spend the time upfront because it's worth it." She
cautioned that going to quickly through the modeling stage could cause a setback in the
classroom.

I've done [RT] a few years now, so last year, in the beginning, I knew how to do
it, and I thought, well, [the students] must know too, and I didn't spend as much
time in the beginning as I had in the past and I had to stop, step back and start
over, and re-teach them the strategies because they weren't doing it correctly. You
have to trust it because it will work.

Diana's Views on the Limitations and Her Intended Modifications of RT for Future
Classes

As much as Diana enjoys using the strategies of RT, she has identified a couple of

limitations and is currently exploring ways in which to overcome them. The intensive
discussions and modeling used while introducing students to the strategies appear to
cause

irritation in higher level students.

My really strong readers get frustrated because they are intuitively doing all these
things, and it is frustrating for them to have to stop and talk about it. They think,
'I just want to read, I don't need to stop and talk about it. I get it!'and they
don't understand why it is important that they stop and talk about it because they
don't need to.

In order to modify the curriculum and the RT strategies, Diana is plaruring to team
teach with a colleague.
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We are team teaching this year. With that in mind, we'll be able to adjust with the
higher readers and ability group. One side of the room can take it slow until
they're ready while the other group can move right to the post-it notes and the
discussions sooner. We'Il be able to differentiate better this year.
Even though students

will

be grouped by ability, Diana recognized the benefits

of

mixing the students in their reading groups in order for stronger readers to role model for
struggling readers. "In the beginning I like to take a strong reader, a low reader and inbetween readers because they all help each other."
Diana continues to poll students and ask them their opinions on the strategies and
the reading materials. She uses the information she collects to modify her plans for future
lessons. She feels a sense of encouragement from what her students have told her in the
past.

I asked survey questions last year and asked them what they liked about reading.
They like the discussing a lot because it was group interaction. A lot of them
didn't look at it like 'learning.' That's the best part. I think they think learning is
when the teasher is up there just spewing this wealth of knowledge. I love when
you can put them in group work and they're talking and they have no clue that
they're learning.

Morgan Miller

-

High School English Teacher

Morgan's Definition of RT and How She Feels it is Most Useful in Her Classroom
In my interview with Morgan, she told me that she first learned of the concept of

RT in the ER&D class offered at Field View Schools. When asked to define the strategy,
she said

it involved the "four skill

areas

of Predicting, Clarifying, Summ arizing, and
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Questioning" while reading. She further clarified by saying that RT enabled "students

[to] take on more ownership of learning and demonstrating these skills by sharing with
each other instead of the teacher."

During these classes Morgan had a realization.

"I felt very strongly that I was not teaching reading skills so much
teaching literature.

I

as

I was

felt for students to be successful in the long term, I needed to teach

them skills as well as knowledge of our literary cannon."

It was at this point in her teaching career that Morgan decided

she would implement the

strategy into her curriculum. She also began taking other classes on reading instruction.

Morgan found that the classes she took through the Saint Croix River Education District
(SCRED), a distance learning program for teachers and educational staff, mirrored and
supported the concepts of RT as she defines them.

Morgan explained that the most beneficial aspect of RT is its simplicity.

"It focuses on four very basic essential skills. I reminds

learn

need to

teachers that students

more than content; they need to learn skills."

She also saw value

in its application towards meeting the different needs of the students

in her classroom.

"[RT]
students

who

has the

ability to allow independent pacing for students or small groups of

are ready to move faster."

Morgan noticed that using RT directed literature circles with her 9th grade students
allowed them to move at their own pace.
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"The first time I implemented RT... I noticed a trend that the upper level kids
were able to fly through the material much faster and were much happier with their
reading experience."
She attributed this faster pace to the freedom that her students could exercise because

of

the nature of their self-directed groups.

Morgan gave additional freedoms of responsibility to her groups. She allowed her
class to choose their own groups. She felt that giving them this option placed the

responsibility of the group's performance in their own hands. The students were also
allowed to choose their own reading schedule and spend as much or as little time
performing their literature circle roles as they felt they needed. She noticed that her
higher level readers were the ones who seemed to benefit the most from this freedom,
"The greatest gain is for students at the top who are tired of being bored and are
ready to move on... The top students feel more valued because [I am] asking them what

they are thinking, not just looking for their rote responses."
Grouping students into literature circles also allowed Morgan to spend time with
students who appeared to be struggling.

I noticed that some students were given too much freedom and were not
responsible enough to work independently. It made more of a differentiated
instruction. So students who were able to move more quickly were able to read
ahead and students who were struggling didn't feel like they were outdone by the
faster students.
Groups who appeared to be abusing their time became the focus of Morgan's time in
class. She was able to direct her attention on the struggling readers, periodically moving

about the classroom to check on the progress of the more self-sustained, on-task groups.
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Morgan's IJse of Tools and Manipulatives in the Classroom
To introduce her students to the concepts of RT, Morgan began by reviewing the
roles of Predicting, Clarifying, Questioning, and Summarizing. She did this through the
use

of explanatory Power Point slides. From there, Morgan began scaffolding her

instruction with students. "lJsually I use some form of scaffolding by explaining and
modeling the terms. Then have the students demonstrate their understanding."
This demonstration took place when Morgan called on students to give examples of how
each role would be done during group reading.

"Then we break down into smaller groups... If they are ready for it, the students

work independently in their groups and I become a guide, or facilitator, to check to

if

see

they are doing what they are supposed to be doing."
She observed and modified her teaching strategy according to how her students behaved

in their literature circles.
"Sometimes a group is not mature enough to break down into smaller groups.
[Those] students who are not mature enough to handle independent work stay with me,
and I continue doing more guided practice with them."

Morgan created manipulatives to help her students stay on task in their literature
circles. Each group was given a large manila envelope. Inside the envelope were
laminated cards that named and described each role (Appendix F). Students rotated roles

daily and were directed to refresh their memories by placing the laminated card in front
of them during their group time.
"C1early, on a scaffolding method, they need everything in front of them. As they
move on, they need the reminders of the figurative language and making good questions
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and good answers." Students also kept a notebook where they documented their role each
day. Morgan explained that this was a way for her to check to see that her students were
staying on task and using their group time to the best of their ability.

"Even the top level students are not as careful of their thinking if they know they
are not going to be checked."

Morgan also created a test that measures student understanding of the roles and
whether or not they are able to apply the strategies to unfamiliar texts. She shared that
students were generally able to explain each role, but had

difficulty knowing when to

apply the skills when given new reading material. It appeared that, without the specific

direction of performing a role in a literature circle, students struggled to slow themselves
down and perform all strategies on their own.
Morgan has also adapted the strategy for her high school students to include the
roles of Inference Maker and Connector. The student who performed the role of Inference

Maker attempted to evaluate the author's purpose and choices that the characters of the
text made in the story line. Further, Morgan hoped that the Inference Maker would aid
the group in visualizing the images within the text to identifying how the author created
those images through literary techniques. To assist this role, Morgan included a list

of

literary devices called "Smiley Face Tricks." This list was kept in the manila folder along

with the laminated cards that described the roles.
The role of Connector served to help students make relevant connections between
the text and their background knowledge. Students were directed to make text to text, text

to self, and text to world connections by drawing from readings they have done in the
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past, experiences that relate to the topic, and information from their culture that helped
make the reading more relevant.

The Practical Use of RT in Morgan's Classroom

I observed Morgan's classroom of ninth graders

at the end

of September 2009.

They had just began a unit of folktales from around the world. Morgan had introduced
them to the roles of RT and students had chosen groups of four or five people that would
serve as their literature circles, or reading groups. In order to review and model the
strategies of RT, Morgan began each class with a quick summary of how the students

should perform each role. Using leading questions and probing students to elaborate, she
helped students clarify their understanding of what would be expected of them as they
read the day's story from the textbook in their reading groups.

"Without using the word 'predict,' who can tell us what the Predictor does?"
Morgan asked her class. A few students raised their hands. One offered, "They guess
what's going to happen in the story." Morgan probed deeper by asking her students to

explain how that would look. "What do you do? Where do you go to gather that

preliminary information?" Students offered examples such

as the

title, first sentence,

summary on the back cover, names of chapters, and visuals such as pictures, charts, or
graphs.

"Remind us... what is the job description of the Clarifier?" Morgan continued.
One student explained that the Clarifier's job is to "help others understand words."

Morgan assisted in this definition by adding that students should imagine what someone
else their age may need to know in order to more

fully understand the text.
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Moving along, Morgan asked, "What does the Questioner do in the reading
group?" Many hands shot into the air as one student explained that the Questioner should

"not ask yes or no type questions." Morgan agreed and added that the questions should be
conversation generating, controversial even. She added that the students should imagine

what kind of question they might find on a worksheet or a test.
When reviewing the role of Summarizer, Morgan acknowledged that her students
were familiar with the concept and that this should be the easiest of all the roles. One
student offered that a summary is basically "a short version of what happens in the story."
Because these students are operating at a higher level, and because there were a

few groups of five, Morgan introduced them to the role of Connector. In her review she
asked the students what they were supposed to connect to.

Multiple students raised their

hands and explained that they could make connections between the text and books,

television shows, movies, and magazines. They also included references to their own
personal experiences. Morgan added current events and stories in the news to the list

of

references which could be used as connections.

Before releasing students into their specific groups, she reminded them that in
order to "prove they are practicing the concepts," they needed to document the roles their
groups performed in their notebooks. These notebooks would be checked at a later date to
see

if

students were not only participating in their group's discussions, but had an

understanding of the basic duties and concepts of the strategies. She further reminded
them to rotate their roles from the previous day.

As students settled into groups, Morgan refreshed their memories about what to
do if they became confused about what they were supposed to be doing in their groups.
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She explained that they could check with their group members, ask their teacher, or ask

another group. She referred them to the dictionary if they had trouble clarifying a certain

word and gave them permission to use the computer if the need arose.
The group of students I most closely observed had the text and their notebooks

with them,

as

well as pens or pencils. They circled their chairs around a table and helped

each other figure out who would be what role for each day. Then they documented their

specific roles in their notebooks and began their reading.
They took turns read aloud from the text and switched off paragraph by
paragraph. From time to time when one would stumble over a word, the others would
help him or her by pronouncing the word. The Clarifier for that day would document the

unknown word in her notebook to look up at the end of the reading. During one instance,
Morgan stopped by to observe the group and offered further clarification. The group had
stumbled over the word, "Taoist." While the Clarifier for the day looked the word up in
the dictionary, the others made guesses based on the topic of the story. The Clarifier

found the word and read the definition aloud to her group. Morgan encouraged her to put
the definition in her own words before they wrote it down in their notebooks.
Each day in Morgan's classroom students followed this procedure. I observed

Morgan spending the majority of her time with two groups that were seated at the front of
the classroom. She periodically circled the room to monitor the other groups'
conversations and to offer clarification and redirection if needed.
Students were relatively self-directed in their groups. They documented their roles

in their notebooks and rotated roles each day. I observed students redirecting one another
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by clarifying what they should be doing. Students ended each story with a discussion
based on the questions generated by the Questioner for that duy.

Morgan's Views on the Limitations and Her Intended Modifications of RT for
Future Classes
When asked what she sees as a limitation of RT, Morgan gave a few examples

of

her frustrations. She declared that students who were unmotivated were the ones who fell
behind.

"The students who struggle with this method are the students who struggle with
any method because of their lack of motivation and their academic dismisiveness."
She expressed frustration with this by giving an example from her class, "This year I
made the whole group stay with me [in the classroom] because of their maturity level.

I

didn't trust them to work independently in the hallway."
Taking time to more closely monitor unmotivated students meant that Morgan had less
time to encourage and monitor her other students.
Morgan also shared that some of her students have expressed frustration with the

prolific note taking involved in documenting their roles in their reading circles. "The
students get tired of taking notes. [Some] students would prefer a study guide because

it

doesn't make them think as much."
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Emerging Themes From the Data
Theme 1: Participants' Common Uses of Terminology and Manipulatives

Common language. All three participants were exposed to RT through ER&D classes
offered at Field View Schools within the last four years. Taking what they learned in
these courses, they translated the language of the roles of RT and the definitions of these

roles as printed on their laminated cards in a similar fashion across the grade levels.
When discussing the roles that students perform while engaging in RT, a1l three
participants refer to these actions as Predicting, Clarifying, Questioning, and

Summarrzing.
Sandy exemplified this in her interview when she explained the order in which
she presents the roles to her students,

We would do a read aloud and we would start out with predicting. Then we would
move on to questioning. I thought this would be an easy task for them, but it
turned out to be very difficult and it sometimes took longer than I thought.
Clarifying turned out to be pretty easy because I made prompt cards that helped
them [with what to] say. Then we went to summ arizing.
Diana used the same language in her interview as she explained how the roles are

divided in reading groups in her classroom. "This will be my Predictor group, you'll be
the Questioners, you'll be the Summarizers, you'll be the Clarifiers and we'll [go through
the roles as a] whole class."

Morgan used the same language as the other participants during her interview
she gave her

as

definition for RT. "RT is using the four skill areas of Predicting, Clarifying,

Summarizing, and Questioning. "

Laminated role cards. I.{ot only did the participants use the same terminology when
discussing the roles of RT, they described these roles in a similar fashion on the tools and

s6

manipulatives they use with their students. This is evidenced on the laminated cards they
used as manipulatives in their classrooms.
These laminated cards are further evidence of the commonality shared by the

participants as a result of their common learning in the ER&D courses. Each teacher used
laminated cards that name and describe the roles for their students. The participants

allowed the students to take possession of these cards and expected them to refer to the

information on the cards to stay on task and clarify their role in the reading.
Sandy has two sets of these cards. One set describes the roles individually on each

card, and the other is a simplified version in the form of a bookmark.

I have cards with questions that remind students what they [should] ask as they
apply each role to what we are reading. I started to use bookmarks that are more
simple. They have all the questions to sort of bring [the students] back to what
they should be doing.
Diana also used laminated cards with her students. During my observations of her
classroom, I witnessed her pass these card out to the reading groups and have students

identifu themselves as the respective roles before they began their lessons.
Morgan provided her students with a manila packet fuIl of tools. In this packet she
included a set of laminated cards that described each role. "fEach reading group] get[s]
envelopes of laminated cards that explain each of the reading skills that we expect them

to be able to demonstrate with their groups."

Post-it notes. Sandy and Diana both mentioned the use of post-it notes in their
classrooms. Sandy saw value in having students mark passages of the text where a

specific role was performed.
[The students use] lots of post-it notes. fThey] write their predictions, mark a
word that they need clarified, [and] mark something that doesn't make sense. I'll
take the cover of a book and give the kids all post-it notes and they predict what
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they think the book is going to be about and then we put the post-it notes all up on
the wall and we talk about why we made that prediction.

Diana expressed that using post-it notes is a good way for students to quickly
perform the role without having to stop reading and write down their thoughts on paper.

After they have become more skilled with their roles, they will have different
colored post-it notes. They will each have different colors that mark where they
did each role so they don't have to stop and write about it. They will still be
accountable for showing us where they did each role, but it will more along more
quickly because they don't need to stop and write it down.

Explanatory Visuals. Each participant had created some form of electronic visual for
their class that they displayed on their overhead projector during different times. All of
them used this projected information as a visual for students during the introduction

of

the lesson and later on when reviewing the specific duties of the roles.

During my observations of Sandy's classroom, she had the images of her
laminated cards displayed on the overhead as she directed students to perform the roles

of

Priscilla the Predictor, Clara the Clarifier, Sammy the Summarizer, and Quincy the
Questioner.
Diana directed her students to look at the overhead to refresh their memories

of

the roles as the identified which students would be performing the specific roles before
her class began reading for the day. "Clarifiers look up here so you know what your role
is for today." Diana changed the slide of the overhead projector as she reviewed eash
role.

Similarly, as Morgan walked her students through a quick review of their
expected behaviors,

I observed her use her overhead projector to display each role

as she

and her students verbally described the actions and responsibilities they would each be

accountable for during their readings.
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Theme 2: Similarities in Introducing the Concepts of RT to Students

Scaffolding new concepts. A1l three participants acknowledged that they eased their
students into the concept of RT by either "scaffolding" the information or "gradually

releasing responsibility." The commonality is that they each identified the need to slowly
introduce the students into the roles while heavily modeling the expected behavior. This

modeling period was a flexible time for each teacher. They expressed the freedom to
spend as much time as was necessary to ensure that students understood the expectations

before moving on to more independent activities.
Sandy explained how she takes

"I taught

it slowly at the beginning of the year.

each strategy separately. We spent a good amount of time. They're

reading and they're stopping and they're thinking and they're discussing, and then we're

moving on. If we allow[time] for that, then they get it.,,
During my interview with Diana, she explained how she modeled one role at a
time to her students.

My first steps were trying to teach them the different roles. What they looked like
and sounded like. The first trimester of the year it is more teacher driven in my
classroom as I model what it looks like through my own reading, stopping and
discussing. Slow1y in second trimester having them take over more of the role. By
third, I give them their role and they know what to do. It will scaffold. [I] slowly
hand it over to them, helping them with the questions, then the whote ciais sees it
being modeled and practiced over time.

Morgan explained her gradual release of responsibility as she modeled the roles
for her students, then allowed them to try it on their own in small reading groups.

I demonstrated the use of clarification, prediction, and questioning. Occasionally
summarization. Usually I use some form of scaffolding by explaining and
modeling the terms, then have the students demonstrate their understanding. Then
we break down into smaller groups.
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Using "think-alouds." During the modeling period, all three participants used the
technique of "think-alouds" for their students by saying out loud what they would be

thinking during a critical time of performing

a role.

Sandy gave examples of when she used think-alouds with her students. She

explained that when she modeled the role of Predictor, she could get a little silly.

"The first duy, it is usually warm in the fall, and

I'll say [in the voice of Priscilla

the Predictor] 'I predict that tomorow it is going to be 30 below,'and we'}I all laugh and

I'll

tell them that it has to be an educated, smart prediction."
Sandy further justified her use of think-alouds with her students when she

explained in her interview,

I think that when you use think-alouds with RT it helps [the students] to get an
idea of what to say and when to say it. With a picture book I'll stop and say
'hmmm... now that doesn't make a lot of sense to me. I wonder what the author
means when he is saying that.' I think they need those things.
Diana used the strategy of think-alouds during my observations of her classroom.
Diana modeled how the Summ arizer should perform his or her role in a reading
group when she told her students to imagine that someone had just left the room during
the reading. She instructed them using a think-aloud by role playing as she said,

"H*y, I had to leave the room for a minute. What happened in chapter three?"
By giving her students this example, she deepened their understanding of what was
expected of them.
Diana continued to use think-alouds with her students as they analyzed the

definition of their vocabulary words. She asked her students to envision what it would
look like if someone were to scurry around,
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"So how would you run? What would it look like? I think of my little sixth
graders when that morning bell goes

off and BOOM! Scurry! Everybody takes off in all

sorts of directions."

Morgan explained how she used think-alouds consistently throughout reading
assignments to prompts her students for how to perform the roles of RT.

I use think-alouds in my class quite often because I feel that this type of modeling
helps students understand the process that a reader's mind should follow. [This
works well] especially when I am explicit about this intention. Saying clearly, for
example, 'Good readers make predictions before they read and search for the
proof of their predictions in the reading.'
Theme 3: Common Use of Classroom Activities

Reading groups. Regardless of age or maturity level, students in all three classes spent
time in reading groups performing the roles of RT.
Sandy used this technique the least because she felt her students were not able to

handle the level of freedom that working in small groups affords.

Literature circles are too wide, too open for my age group. I've seen them not do
as well when they do a literature circle as opposed to [modeled, whole group]
RT. They need more of a foundation. I think RT is more guided... it lends itself to
discussion.. . [the students] always coming back to those principles that are going
to help them comprehend. Without a rich conversation and interesting debate, kids
don't comprehend. If we allow for that, then they get it.
Diana used the tables of her classroom to put students in reading groups. She
made sure that each table had one student who represented each of the roles of Predicting,

Clariffing, Summ afizing, and Questioning.
Morgan also had her students

sep arate

into reading groups, although she allowed

her students to choose their own groups and added the additional role of Connector to
groups of five.
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[After the students have been introduced to the roles of RT,] we break down into
smaller groups... If they are ready for it, the students work independently in their
groups and I become a guide, or facilitator, to check to see if they are doing what
they are supposed to be doing.
Morgan also reported that some groups had more difficulty that others based on
their maturity levels.
"Sometimes a group is not mature enough to break down into smaller groups.

[Those] students who are not mature enough to handle independent work stay with me,
and I continue doing more guided practice with them."

Written documentation of the thinking process. All

three participants required that

their students write down their thought processes when performing the roles of RT. The
amount of writing required varied depending on the students'age and maturity level.

During my observations of her classroom, I noticed that Sandy had her students
use their notebooks to

jot down a phrase to predict what a book would

be about based on

its title. She extended their writing assignments by having them create a "KWL" chart to
explore what they already knew about the topic, what they wanted to learn about the

topic, and later, what they learned about the topic.
Diana justified her writing assignments by saying that they held students
accountable for thinking through the process of the role of RT.

"In the beginning we have them write down what they discuss and what they talk
about and write down the answers to their questions. If they know there is some piece to

hold them accountable they are little more likely to do it."
Morgan echoed Diana's thoughts by commenting on how her students needed to
have a written component to the lesson in order to follow up on how they spend their
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time in their reading groups. "Even the top level students are not as careful of their

thinking if they know they are not going to be checked."
Theme 4: Frustrations and Limitations with the concept of RT.

Student frustration with the amount of writing. Diana and Morgan expressed

a

cofirmon view on their students' frustration with the amount of writing that they were
required to do during the documentation of their roles in reading groups.
Diana found that her students' attention was diverted from their reading because

they felt they needed to stop and write out their documentation of their roles. "[Writing in
their notebooks is] a distrastion because they spend so much time trying to write down
what they're talking about."

Morgan observed that her students were frustrated with the amount of writing as

well. "The students get tired of taking notes. [Some] students would prefer a study guide
because

it doesn't make them think

as much."

Frustrations with unwilling p€ers. Participants noted during their interviews that not all
of their fellow teachers were on board with incorporating the concept of RT into their
curriculum. Some reluctant teachers cited that RT, along with numerous other

"initiatives" brought around by the school or the state, is just one more thing to do on top
of their busy schedules. Other reluctant peers were concerned that the slower pace of RT
meant that other curriculum would fall to the side. Others expressed the opinion that they

shouldn't have to adopt a practice that doesn't fit their teaching style.

Limitations with Student Maturity. Both Sandy and Morgan mentioned issues in their
classroom where student maturity levels hindered the extent of their use of RT. Sandy felt
that her third-grade students did not yet have the social maturity to be Ieft alone in
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reading circles for very long. She would like to be able to allow them more free time to
discuss their opinions concerning a particular text, but their social maturity levels would

only allow for short amounts of time.
On the other hand, Morgan felt that there were small populations of students in
her ninth grade classes whose maturity levels were not as advanced as their peers. This
caused them to wander off task during discussions. Morgan attributed some of this

behavior to reluctant learners who have become disenchanted with the educational
system.
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Chapter

V

Discussion

Overview of the Study
The general purpose of this study was to discover ways in which three teachers

from Field View Area Schools in Field View, Minnesota defined, modified, and
implemented the concept of RT in their classrooms. The participants taught in three
separate grade levels, third, sixth, and ninth, and had varying years of experience in the

teaching profession.

More specifically, this study used interviews and classroom observations to
collect data that would show how the participants understood and used this reading
strategy with their students. The interview questions were posed to uncover how each

of

the participants understood the basic definition of RT and where they first became aware

of the strategy. Further, the interviews revealed the participants'opinions about the
strengths and weaknesses of the strategy as well as how they go about introducing their
students to the roles of Predicting, Clarifying, Questioning, and Summarizing. During the

interviews, participants also shared information concerning the tools and manipulatives
they use in their classrooms to aid student understanding and which of these tools they

find most useful.
Over the course of this study I had the opportunity to visit each classroom on
three separate occasions for approximately 60 minutes each time. During these
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observations, I was witness to how each participant conducted their class with the tools,

manuipulatives, and language of RT. Recordings were used to review the classroom
proceedings in order to write detailed case studies of each teacher.

In addition, all three participants supplied me with copies of the tools and
manipulatives used in their classrooms. These included laminated cards that named and
described the four roles, overhead projections of directions and descriptions of RT, Power

Point slides, bookmarks, activity worksheets and a test. The participants have all
continued to supply me with answers to my questions of clarification and have been more
than helpful when asked to clear up a specific quote or provide additional information.

Summary of the Findings
As I documented my findings, I noticed a few common themes emerging from the
research. These themes had to do with participants'use of terminology, manipulatives,

methods of introducing the material to their students, and activities in the classroom.
There were also a few differences that emerged from what the participants had to say
about the usefulness of the strategy and how they identified the limitations of RT.
A11 three

participants used the same terminology when introducing their students

to the roles of Predicting, Clarifying, Questioning, and Summarizing. The procedures and

activities that they expected their students to complete were all grounded in a common
understanding of howthese four roles were to be applied to the text. The participants also
used a similar template of laminated cards that were given to the students in order to help

the students say on task during the reading assignments. These cards named and
described the four roles.
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During the introductory period, all three participants used purposeful modeling to
show their students how to perform the four roles of RT. The teachers each spent varying
amounts of time during this modeling period, but were similar in their statements

conceming the importance of this procedure. All three participants expected their
students to document their thought process in some way.The level of this expectation

varied according to the age and maturity of the students, but all three participants agreed
that the act of writing their thoughts kept students accountable for performing the four
roles.

Participants varied in their responses to the limitations and usefulness of RT. Two

of the participants agreed that the higher level readers were the ones to benefit most,

while one participant observed her lower level readers benefiting most. Two participants
found that some students abused the amount of freedom allotted to them in their reading
groups, whether by maturity level or lack of motivation, while one participant did not
report this evidence.

Conclusions
During the extent of this study it became apparent to me that the three
participating teachers are all very committed to continuing to use, modify, and improve
their use of RT. In their own ways, the participants corlmunicated their passion and
dedication to improving the reading skills of their students.
There were many cornmonalities that arose in my data. I attributed this to the fact

that all three participants received training in RT through the same style of ER&D classes
offered through Field View Schools. This fact has many positive outcomes along with a
couple limitations.
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Benefits for Students
Consistency of Language and Manipulatives. First of all, the fact that the participants
all use the same terminology means there is a common thread weaving through the
educations of the students passing through their classrooms each year. These students

will benefit by this common language

because there

will

be a consistency to the

curriculum and expectations they encounter in their educations. For students who happen
to land in classrooms where RT strategies are promoted, the practice of applying the roles
of Predicting, Clarifying, Questioning, and Summarizing will be a familiar expectation.
Further, the common use of tools and manipulatives

will lend

a sense of

continuity as

students pass from grade to grade (Dixon-Kraus 1996).

Effective Modeling. There are many benefits to the common use of modeling that each
of the participants use in their classrooms. Although Vygotsky didn't leave directions for
how to set up the perfect lesson plan to teach students how to become better readers, he

did suggest that students who receive direction supported by visual aids and modeling

will

become more thoughtful learners when he wrote,

"\try'e

can offer leading questions or

show how the problem is to be solved and the child then solves it, or ... the teacher

initiated the solution and the child completes it or solves it in collaboration with the other

children" (p. 85).
Class Discussion. A11 three participants lauded the use of discussion to deepen the level

of comprehension in their students' minds. Vygotsky supported the process of public
discussion when understanding a cofitmon text as using "language in the form of a tool"
and acknowledged that people

will

be better able to "solve the problems of understanding

[the] texts and their inherent themes" when they are allowed to conlmunicate during the
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reading process (Vygotsky 1978). Although each of my participants work with students

of varying ages, they were all able to use discussion as a tool in their classrooms. Sandy,
the third grade teacher, chose to keep her students together as a class during such
discussions. She felt that this met the needs of their collective maturity level. Diana and

Morgan were able to break students into reading groups, or literature circles, where
discussions could be student led and centered around the role of Questioner.

Empowering Students. Allowing students more responsibility for their educations can
be a very empowering tool. Diana saw her lower level readers come alive through this
process. Those students who had encountered RT in their

fifth

grade classrooms showed

excitement at the chance to discuss the text in groups again. These lower level.readers
were given a boost in confidence by being offered the opportunity to work through the
roles of RT. It is possible that their reading skills

will improve

because they have had a

positive experience. Beyond that, perhaps their perceptions of reading will improve as a
result of succeeding in an area where they usually feel defeated.
Morgan, on the other hand, reported that her higher level readers expressed
gratitude at being allowed the opportunity to move beyond and ahead of their peers.
These students were empowered by being allowed to move at their own pace. Perhaps

they

will

also improve their reading skills by being allowed to challenge themselves at a

level that they would not get to experience in a classroom where all students read at the
same pace or

follow along to a book on CD.
Benefit for the Teachers

All

three participants were trained in the same model of RT through their ER&D

training. Just like their students, ffiy participants have their own unique learning styles.
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They have extending their leaming on their own time in an effort to continue to offer the
best educations for their students.

Continued Education. Sandy has done extensive research into the ideas and writings of

Lori Oczkus,

a

prominent leader in the field of RT training and curriculum development.

Sandy has used the extended learning she has received by modifying her tools and

manipulatives beyond what was covered in her initial exposure to RT in the ER&D
courses. Sandy has specifically taken aspects of Oczkus's ideas that pertain to capturing

the attention of her third grade students by incorporating dramatic fictional characters to
the four roles of Predicting, Clarifying, Questioning, and Summ arizing.

By doing this, Sandy is creating memorable learning experiences for her students.
She is cementing the roles of RT in their minds in colorful ways that

will make it more

likely that they will return to the concepts on their own in their future reading.
Diana and Morgan have both turned to their colleagues and internet sources for
ideas to fuither develop the way they use RT in their classrooms. This collaborative

sharing of ideas is good for everyone because it allows all the teachers involved to build
on each others'knowledge, wisdom, and experience.

This self-motivated learning has the potential to expand their use of RT and,
because Sandy and Dianaare both teachers of the ER&D course now, expose their peers

to more options as they choose to integrate RT into their classrooms.

Common Limitations
Resistance From Peers. The participants of this study have experienced some resistance

from their peers. Sandy, in particular, noted that some of her colleagues were concerned
about the slower pace that her classroom moved through the curriculum. Sandy's slower
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pace meant that she covered less material throughout the year. In order for RT to be

implemented district wide, the curriculum would have to be modified. Some reading

material would have to be cut from lesson plans as more time for modeling and reviewing
the concepts of RT were added to the school year. As with any change in the way things
have been conducted for years and years, Field View teachers would inevitably
experience resistance to this change.

Limitations Due to Student Maturity and Performance Levels. Both Sandy and
Morgan expressed difficulty with RT due to student maturity levels. Sandy's students
were not yet mature enough to infer meaning from the text. This limited the depth to

which she could teach them to analyze aspects of the reading. Morgan experienced

difficulty with some of her students'use of time in reading groups.

She reported that

some of her students didn't take their reading groups seriously and therefore wasted time.
She countered this by keeping them together as a whole class

for a while.

In any classroom there will be students with a variety of maturity levels. It is
inevitable that a teacher will experience times when her teaching style must be modified
to bring in the lower level or lower achieving students. It is natural for higher level or
higher performing students to feel frustrated with this process. Diana confirmed this
when she described how her higher level students felt about being slowed down by the
process of the strategies.

Frustration With lt{ote-Takiog. Diana and Morgan both noted that their students felt
bogged down my the amount of note-taking involved with the current RT practices.
Diana felt that the act of writing intemrpted the flow of her students' reading while

Morgan felt that her students' complaints were due to a lack of academic motivation. In
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either case, if students are not connected to the activity, or view the activity as "busy

work," they will not get as much out of it. Diana's plan to implement the use of colorcoded post-it notes as a way for students to show where they performed a certain strategy
seems to be a logical

modification to the concept of RT.

Recommendations

Encourage the Use of RT in All Grade Levels. It is my recommendation that Field

View Schools continue its reading initiative by creating a strong focus on the use of RT
across the grade levels. They have already invested time and energy in training teachers

through the ER&D program, but I feel as though this can be taken to the next level by

offering continued training to volunteer RT trainers in the district, and integrating RT
training in their staff development days, new teacher training, and Q-Comp Smart Goals.
They would also benefit by collectin g data on students' perceptions of the use and

implications of RT in the classroom.
Develop Teacher-Trainers. I recommend that Field View Schools continue to develop

willing leaders in RT training. There are seminars and workshops offered around the
country to which teachers in the district could be sent for continued training in how to
train other teachers in the use of RT in their classrooms. The information that these
teacher-trainers learn could be brought back to the district where they could further
develop the curriculum of the current ER&D courses in RT.

Integrate RT Training During Staff Development Days. Field View Schools currently
has eleven staff development days in the school year.

It would benefit the district's focus
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on reading to offer training in RT for staff during some of these days. RT clearly has its
uses in the core areas

of education, but teachers of physical education, family and

consumer sciences, and life skills would also benefit by adding the strategy to the non-

fiction reading they do with their students.
Begin a RT Resource Library. These teachers would be supported by the addition of
RT resource material to resource libraries in each of their schools. These materials could
be age-specific for the grade levels represented in those schools. Teachers could draw

from these resources during staff development days and during their own time as they
craft their lesson plans.

Introduce New Teachers to RT. Field View Schools currently

uses a two-year-long,

new-teacher training and mentoring system. I recommend that introductory material in

RT be offered to these new hires as they become familiar with the districts other policies
and procedures.

Develop RT Goals Linked to Q-Comp. Field View is also a part of the Q-Comp
program offered by the State of Minnesota. It is my recommendation that groups

of

teachers form to generate their own Q-Comp driven studies in the use of RT in their

classrooms. These studies could offer important information in the relevance of the use of

RT in the classroom and the improvement of students' enjoyment of reading,
comprehension, or standardtzed test scores.

Collect Student Feedback. I feel it is important to gather information on how students
perceive the use of RT in the classroom. I recommend that Field View survey its students

to find out how they feel about using the roles of RT in the classroom. This survey could
collect data on whether students feel it is helpful or valuable to their educations. The
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survey could go beyond the academic implication of RT and also ask students if using RT
strategies has increased their enjoyment of reading or their positive interactions with their
peers.

Keep it Fresh. As with anything that is repeated time after time, students rfiay become
bored with the strategy

if it is taught the same way

across the K-12 spectrum year after

year. I recommend that teashers and administrators be sensitive to student feedback and
react accordingly

if a large percentage of students profess weariness with the strategy.
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Limitations of the Study
As with any research project, I encountered a few limitations to my research. Had

I the benefit of unlimited time and resources, I would have chosen to spend more time in
each classroom, include more detailed information about individual students,
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interview administrators and parents to obtain their perspectives on the strategy. My
findings would have also been more well-rounded had I used better taping equipment in

my classroom observations, or been given permission to video tape the classrooms.

My intention was to collect data from three classrooms in an effort to create
snapshot of how each teacher used RT in her classroom. Although

a

I collected detailed

information for each participant, I feel as though my findings would have been more
precise had I been able to spend more time in each classroom. My findings would have
been more conclusive had I been able to observe the classes, not only at the beginning

of

the year when the teachers were introducing the material to their students, but

periodically throughout the whole school year. This scope of time would have afforded
me a broader look at how each participant used RT in her classroom.

Having more time with each participant would have also allowed me a look at
how they use RT in more subtle ways. Sandy, the third grade teacher, had the opportunity
to use the roles of RT beyond her basic reading program. Because she keeps many of the
same students in her classroom for Science, Math, and Social Studies,

it would have been

beneficial to collect data on how she integrated RT into these subjects. Morgan and Diana
are exposed to a rotating group of students. In Diana's case her core class remains the
same

with all six classes she teaches in aday, but Morgan comes in contact with students

in grades 9 - 12.My data could have been further expanded to see if and how Morgan
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used the concepts of RT with her other students in different English classes such as

Mythology and British Literature.
In addition to spending more time in the classrooms throughout the year, I would
have liked to have been able to collect more data on the students. The focus of my study
was how the teachers use RT in their classrooms, but I feel as though my data would have
been stronger had I been able to collect and use specific student examples of how the
students themselves used what the teachers had given them.

My findings were somewhat hindered by technical difficulties. I used an audio
recording device in my classroom observations in an effort to capture the speech of the
students in their interactions with their teachers and their dialogue with one another in

their reading groups. During my observations, I took notes on the classroom proceedings
that I used as an outline to write my observation notes after each class. I found that during

whole group conversations, it was very hard to hear what individual students had said on
the tapes, therefore

limiting my number and quality of direct quotes from students. I

would have liked to have been able to use video recording equipment that could have
been placed in

multiple areas of the classroom to capture the dialogue of the students

more thoroughly.

Another limitation to this study is the fact that it may not be applicable to every
teacher's style or preference of teaching. It would be very

difficult to enforce the use of

RT in all classes in the Field View School system; I would never suggest such a thing.
Although I recommend that Field View offer RT training to all its teachers

,I realize that

the strategy may not be something that every teacher values in his or her curriculum.
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Recommendations for Future Research

I see many possible

ideas for fuither research in this area. I think

it would be

interesting to study how the students performed on standardized reading tests compared

to students who had not received training in RT. This could be interesting information
that could reinforce how my participants felt about the use of RT in their classrooms.

My research did not include any information on how administrators feel about the
use of RT in the classroom. Although Field

View Schools has instituted

a district-wide

reading initiative, it would be interesting to study how the teachers are supported by the
administrators through support for continuing their training in RT and to see how the staff

is supplied with additional funds for more tools and manipulatives that they may wish to
use

I can envision a research project involving parents of preschool-aged shildren. I
would like to know if students learn how to read more efficiently if their parents are
introduced to RT and taught how to use the strategy at home when they read to their

children.
Further, it would be interesting to follow a group of students from their

introductory experiences with reading though high school to see how RT impacts their
perceptions and performance. I would like to compare students who have experience with

RT throughout their educations with students who do not to see if the use of RT affects
the way they feel about reading, their amount of time spent reading for pleasure, and their

overall performance in school and on standardized tests.
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Chapter

VI

Personal Reflections

When I first began thinking about performing this research, it seemed like an
insurmountable task. I knew that I would not have a classroom of my own for this school
year, so I decided to focus my research on teachers, rather than on students. I chose to

work with my former colleagues because they had expressed an interest in RT and I
trusted that they were all as passionate about reading with their students as I am.
The initial ground work of defining my question and preparing my documents for
the IRB were by far the most challenging aspects of this research. I had no idea what I
was in for. The need for concise, brief, to-the-point language was something foreign to

my nature. If I remember correctly, it took five attempts to get my researeh approved.
The final proposal was a much smaller vision than my first attempt. For that, I am

grateful, because as it turned out, my research was much larger than I had expected it to
be.

Getting together for interviews with my participants was very enjoyable. It was

fun to set aside time to talk specifically about something that we all had in common. I
was so impressed by the level of commitment and professionalism that my fellow
teachers displayed.

I felt very privileged to be able to study and learn how each of them

took such a basic concept and made it come alive in their classes.
Through this process, not only did I gain a greater understanding of RT, I also
leamed quite a deal about myself. I found that it is imperative that I have a specific time
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and place to organize and keep my data and other supplies

if I am going to

get anything

accomplished. To begin with, I had the office at my school, a quiet place of my own to

lay out all of my material and make sense of it all. However, when I was laid-off, not
only did my schedule become erratic, I lost my designated place where I allowed myself
to keep all my materials out. I finally decided to clear a spot in my home and designated a
block of time each weekend when I would work on my paper. Towards the end, I took
three weeks

off of work to focus on really making progress.

I also learned a great deal about the research
like this again, I would begin with

a

process.

If I were to conduct

research

timeframe of events and goals for completion. I

would also keep ajournal along the way to take note of dates and places where things
happened.

I would have a better idea of how to structure my interview questions. As it

was, my data did not come out the way I thought

it would, and in hindsight, I would have

asked other questions and collected various other pieces of material from my participants.

In addition, I would have asked for permission to photograph my participants so that I
could have included pictures of Sandy in her characters' costumes.

Most importantly, I learned that I need to remain objective while compiling and
making sense of my data. I chose a topic that I already knew quite a bit about; I had used

it in my classroom before. Because of this, it was hard to separate myself from what my
data was

telling me. In the future, I will be more careful and understand from the

beginning that I

will

need to be mindful of my strong opinions.

I have suggested to my participants the possibility of pursuing our Doctorates and
conducting a study of RT together. I'm not sure where or when or how that could happen,
but it is certainly possible.
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Semi-structured Interview Questions for Participants

APPENDIX A

Strategies and Methods of Reciprocal Teaching as defined, revised, and implemented by
individual teachers across the K-12 spectrLrm

first encounter the concept of RT?
2. Why did you decide it was a method worth implementing in your classroom?
3. How do you define RT?
4. Were there aspects of RT that you were already using in your lessons?
5. Have your received any training in RT? - or- How did you learn the principles of RT?
6. Have you modified what you initially learned? Why/Why not?
7. What did you do to first implement the strategies in your classroom?
8. Describe your process. How do you use RT to introduce a lesson or activity in your
1

. Where did you

class?

9. What are the strengths of RT?
10. What are the limitations of RT?
1 1. Have you found that there are certain students who benefit more that others?
12. What RT tools, language, manipulatives, etc.. do you use with your students?
13. Of those, what do you feel is most useful?
14. Of those, what do you think needs work, or just isn't worth repeating?
15. What has your overall student response been?
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APPENDIX B
Research Survey on Reciprocal Teaching
1. Research Survey on Reciprocal Teachlng

Exit this survev

1. How flexible are the Reciprocal Teaching strategies you are using in your
classroom?
Very ftexible
Ftexibility of
Strategies

Somervhat flexible

lvlildly flexible

i:j

l)

Not at all flexible

tl

r._l

Comments

2. Are Reciprocal Teaching strategies more useful when reading

I
n
f]

Fiction

Non-fiction

other (ptease specify]

3. Overall, haue you found that most students work hest

f]
I
I
I

when guided through Reciprocal Teaching strategies as a tvhole class.
when given the chance to use Reciprocal Teaching strategies in a smail group.
when allowed to read independently using Reciprocal Teaching strategies.

other fplease specify]

4. Houv useful do you think Reciprocal Teaching strategies are to subject areas
other than Language Arts?
Very useful
Usefulness to
Ottrer Subject$

a)

Somewhat
useful
t_.r

l,lildly usefuI
ll

Not very
useful

Not useful at

(_i

LJ

all

Comments
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S. How beneficial do you think it would be for students to he instructed in
Reciprotal Teaching strategies from Hindergarten on up though their high school
rears?
Very beneficial
tsenefrt of K-12
exposurE

t)

SomerrJhat

Mildly

heneficial

beneficial

l!

Not very
beneficial

Not beneficial
at all

i-,

li

ii

Conlments

6. In your opinion, how interested do you think the staff in your building uuould in
training class on fteciproqal Teaching?

a

I

I. What is your interest level in RECEf ruG future training ln Reciprocal Teaching?
Somewhat .
Not at all
Very interested
inter,ested fqildly interested
interested
Interest level
(*r
i:l
r:)
'._j
Comments

8. If given the opportunity to work with a srnall grouF of like-minded people. how
interested would you be in deve[oFing an in-service training centered around
Reciprocal Yeaching for the staff of tr{orth Branch Area schools?

Interest Level

i:l

Somewhat
Interes[ed
(-'

Not at all
interested

I

,lJ

Comments
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9. What has the overall reaction been of your students to the Reciprocal Teaching
strategies you have taught them?

- most of my students are using the strategies.

I

Very positive

[]

Flostly poslti'/e - many of my students are using the strategies, but

I have a few

who

haven't bor.rght into it yet.

t]
u

Hard to say - about half of my students seern to get it and the other half are lost.

f

Other (please specify)

Troublesome - most of my students are struggling to use the strategies, or are simpty
not participating.

1o. How wonld you rate the support of your administration with the
irnplenrentation of Reciprocal Teaching strategies in your huilding?

Very
Sornewhat Mildly
supportive supportive supportive
Support of
i'*)
(]
r
-r
Administration

Not very
supportive

'-i

Not supportive
at all
ir

Other (please specify)

Done
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APPENDIX C

Examples Third Grade
Bookmark for Students
TRAI]ti YOTTft ERAIN TO
READ BOOKMARH
"r.lt I+

'i I

!

:

i,l. 1 iltr LIr{r

RIFY hrrd parts ryhen:
l'h i.l rr{.:

!

r

\{ ;

ake a PR.HIIICTION when:

titk is gil,m
. headings are provieie.d

-l'au don'r undenstand
you tafl'l follorv the te,r(
you dont knorv what a *,ord

a

the aurhor pcse$ * question in rhe
*

t}e text suggesrs what will

Iring

stem.q:

I don't r+afly understurd.,.

A que*tiun tr have is_..
h+

ngxt

A qu+stion

X'd

like answerrd bv

authsr is.-.
One uort#pltrasr I dr: ncrt

Surnrnary Stcm*
. Ttrris stor],/Faragraph is

'#
r

itt

1l I/,.t I tr

n

,

As ta read.

IN

I irnagine tltat.

mind

seE

stly

TXre topic surirflnce is...
The author ir trying to tr;f t rne.,.

&arn eel suilrft]ar1' sEHIEn

\

LIU E * picture in your

When I read th[s,

uno

rut

t5,..

str1ln5

Basud on the titta, I predict rhi+ is
tn he abor;t.",
rI a[ready know thrse things abt]ut
tupia,'story..,
I think the nrxt c.hopterlsection
be about..
Based +n.,. {a ulue), I predict...
tsnscd nn rvhat
said/did, tr
et,.

_

f* do a SUMh,fARy:
Lnotr for the topic s+rtrteilctr.
. Look for rr:h*, rvltAl. whxm,
r,r,trErE, rt'lty, tnd horu,
' flnt it unnrc$ssary tn frrruuatirrn,.
Hol+,

Ee :

is stnry./passag* ahnut
lregins with
4i56ussr:s fttr
rleveluBs) rhr idea
,' and
ends u, [tll

_a

thar
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APPEhIDIX D

Examples
Sixth Grade Definition Cards
Surnrnarize

@Predict
Use clues from the text or illustrations
to predict what will happen next.
I think.. .because...

This fexf is about...
This part is about...

l'll bet...because...
/ suppose.. .because.

Using your own words, tell the main
ideas from the text in order.

..

I think I will learn...because

@Que$tion
questions
you

Ask
as
read.
Ask some questions that have answers
in the text.
Use the question words who, what,
where, when, why, how and what if.
Try asking some questions that can be
inferred. Use clues from the text plus
your experiences.

i

Clarify

How can you figure out a difficult word
or idea in the text?
Reread, reread, reread!
Think about work chunks you know.
Try sounding it out.
Read on.
Ask, does it make sense?
Talk to a friend.
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APPENDIX E

H

of the Tlnr:kr*},s fh*pter B fi,f}:o[e f,l.*ss)
EE${EI{*Eq, fO WqmT, I}f f,en#LErT sEil"rE}rcE$ilfi1lll
Snp:rrrer-

et& Que.rffon flnsrper

EH* fr6 Four €ouuFt*$)rhn EElfefter

ltlrit*

s &vi*f siltnrrlrf-T sI tht: third etrtrprt*r.

* erlr f ffirlrj)rB' th*rr:[d

[,.e

et ,[e!,"rt fitntrr] rsrnf]Iflfre

fenfenct$,

Clfrlft/{tr* Bep:* 1r.,ords or !d*** flt*t t s'rr ronfused pbr;uf...

tresteffn*

rII;:*s

fi;*

rtrr.flrr:r Sr.qrs prt:

[o r::*k* p,rt:dirtimns

i$...
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APPENDIX F

I

Predictor
Make educated guesses
about r,vhat will happen next

lVrite a short paragraph (3-5 sentences) making
a prediction about what you think will happen
next. What foreshadowing techniques has the
author used to hint about the things to come?

2. Inference Maker
Identi$r the underlying
meaning.
In paragraph form , infer was meant by the
author, or character, by what was said?
For instance, if a character frorvns, lve can inf-er that s/he is unhappy or
confused.
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2

Visualtzer
Identify images produced by
the text.

I{hat "mind_pictures'has this section of the text given you?

Choose 3 -5 examples of imagery used by the au:thor.
ln paragraph form, why you think the author chose to include

that imagery.
You may sketch out the pictures in your note book if you,d like

.Think about
those Smiley Face Tricks

3. Questioner
Make sense of the text
Write three to five meaningful questions that
help your group to better understand the text.
Start your questions with the following verbs:

Analyze

Relate

Argue

Interpret

Contr:ast

Judge

Explain

Fonn
Support
Organize

Infer

Choose

Select

Consider
Determine

Justify

Compare

Identify

Specify

Develop

Suppose Evaluate

Del'end

Draw conchtsions

Rewrite

Categorize Create

Conclude

Criticize
l)iscover
Decide
Relate
Exarnine
Describe

Distinguish
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4. Clarifier
Identifu and define unknown
r,vords, locate and explain the
setting, and find the answers for
an other tid-bits of information.
Write down all the unknown words in your selection and find their
definitions. You should have three to tive words per day.
Keep your group informed on the location of the setting. Where
are they? What are the key geographic elements of the [ocation?
ldentify and explain any other random bits of information that were
not clear.
Remember * You might know everything, but what information do
you think your group members need to better understand the Ert?

5. Connector
Activates what the group already
knows about the icleas presented
in the reading.
aq
ng areas:
Text to Text: create a question that can be answered by looking
in the book
Text to Self: create a question that connects the novelto your
life in some way,
Text to World: Create a question that connects the novef to the
world or society in general.
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6

Summartzer
Organizes the details and
comes to conclusions

Write a detailed paragraph that
summarizes the key ideas and events of
the selected reading.
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